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PREFACE

The present report summarises the activities carried out by ENEA’s Technical and
Scientific Fusion Unit (UTS). The areas addressed include: experimental and theoretical
physics of thermonuclear fusion; scientific exploitation of the Frascati Tokamak Upgrade
(FTU) and participation in the Joint European Torus (JET); integrated design of a tokamak
machine (IGNITOR) aimed at studying a burning plasma up to ignition; development of
technologies, mainly related to future fusion devices (the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor [ITER] and the International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility
[IFMIF]); design and realisation of fusion-device components; safety, environment and
socio-economics of future devices; power plant conceptual studies; development of robotic
technologies; development of spin-offs from the programmatic activities; research on
forms of nuclear fusion energy production other than thermonuclear (cold fusion);
commercial activities related to the supply of services and products resulting from the
competences generated by the research programmes.
Besides the Italian state grant and the income from the commercial activities, funding
comes from the Euratom contribution to thermonuclear fusion research under the EuratomENEA Association Agreement, the contribution to the IGNITOR programme through
specific laws approved by the Italian Parliament and the contribution to non-fusion robotic
activities from the Italian Ministry of Research.

ENEA is responsible for programming and managing all the thermonuclear fusion activities
carried out in Italian laboratories (RFX Consortium, Padua; Institute of Plasma Physics of
the National Research Council, Milan; Turin Polytechnic; CREATE Consortium; Catania
University; Rome Tor Vergata University) in the framework of the Euratom-ENEA
Association Agreement. In this context, ENEA is also responsible for coordinating the
Italian participation in joint European undertakings and international collaborations. The
activities involve around 500 man-years, which account for about 20% of the entire volume
of the European Fusion Programme and make Italy, together with France, second only to
Germany.
This Progress Report covers only the work performed by ENEA’s Technical and Scientific
Fusion Unit in 2003. Other ENEA units participate in the fusion activities under commission
of the Fusion Unit. Among a number of achievements in all the fields of activity, the
following deserve highlighting.

In the experimental work on magnetic fusion, the lower hybrid passive active multijunction
launcher conceived for ITER was successfully tested on FTU. The launcher, developed in
cooperation with the Euratom-CEA Association, can tolerate heating due to high neutron
fluxes and is not damaged by the large particle flow because it can operate in the full
shadow of the vessel port. The tests in FTU demonstrated both the good wave-plasma
coupling capability as well as power density levels at the waveguide mouth even larger than
those envisaged for ITER.

The ENEA team contributed significantly to the JET experimental and enhancement
programmes, particularly in the development of active control tools. Indeed, simultaneous
active control of both the pressure and the current density profiles was achieved by using
all the available heating systems. During the JET Trace Tritium Campaign, CVD diamond
detectors were used for the first time as 14-MeV neutron monitors, demonstrating good
stability and reliability.
The engineering design of the IGNITOR machine has been further improved. The density

current in the central transformer coils was reduced in the areas with highest load and
modifications to the power supply system resulted in cost reduction. The operating scenarios
for approaching ignition have been optimised and the machine reliability increased by
reducing the plasma disruption events. The realisation costs have been updated and
endorsed by an independent evaluation by industry.

The fusion-technology activities embrace a wide range of topics: superconducting magnets,
in-vessel components, remote handling, breeding blanket, neutronics, fuel cycle, safety and
environment, materials, liquid metal technology and thermo-fluid dynamics. The work is
mainly carried out under the European Fusion Development Agreement (EFDA) and is chiefly
dedicated to ITER and the long-term programmes. Among the main achievements, the
following should be mentioned: completion of the tests of the ITER toroidal field model coil
at the TOSKA facility at Karlsruhe, Germany, which demonstrated the excellent
performance; development of an innovative brazing technique for SiCf/SiC composites as
well as a new helium-tight SiCf/SiC tube; further improvement of the hot radial pressing
technique by simplifying the pressurisation cycle.
In inertial fusion, experiments were performed with the ABC laser using solid materials in
different geometries to explore the limits of the induced spatial incoherence smoothing
technique. The fabrication of a diode-array prototype has progressed with the objective of
developing a diode pumped laser, a high-efficiency drive for inertial fusion. Finally, ENEA
was assigned the organisation of the XXVIII European Conference on Laser Interaction
with Matter to be held in Italy in 2004.

The most relevant activities in the field of robotics concerned the TECSIS Project, which
is aimed at using innovative technologies for the conservation of the cultural and
archaeological heritage in the southern part of Italy. The tests performed demonstrated
that the PRASSI robot, previously developed as an outdoor autonomous robotic platform for
the surveillance of large plants, could be slightly modified in order to implement its
autonomous ability to draw a map of the environment.

Finally, the expertise and the laboratories of the Fusion UTS, developed over the years in
support of the fusion programme, provide a range of spin-offs in areas of more basic science
research: astrophysics, superconducting materials, neutron dosimetry, nuclear physics for
medicine, hydrogen separation, innovative radiation detectors. The research and
development carried out in collaboration with or with the support of many industrial
companies provide valuable opportunities for the transfer of technology to industry. Two
new patents have been granted this year, making a total of fourteen in the last decade.

Maurizio Samuelli
Frascati, December 2003
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1. Magnetic Confinement
1.1 Introduction

The Frascati Tokamak Upgrade (FTU) is a compact, high magnetic field machine that can operate
at density and magnetic field values encompassing those of ITER and hence offer researchers
a unique opportunity to explore physics issues of direct relevance to ITER.
During 2003 the main experimental activity was focussed on testing the passive-active
multijunction prototype of the lower hybrid wave launcher developed in collaboration with CEA
and presently considered for ITER. The tests during the September 2003 campaign
demonstrated good coupling capability at low density (below the cut-off value at the waveguide
mouth) and larger power density values at the waveguide mouth than those foreseen for ITER.

The FTU diagnostics have been continually upgraded since 2001. The new set of internal MHD
coils inserted in 2002 measured new phenomena, such as high-frequency oscillations in Ohmic
plasmas. A new scanning CO2 interferometer for high spatial and time resolution (1 cm/50 µs)
density profile measurements was installed during the 2003 shutdown. The new fast x-ray
system based on a micro-pattern gas detector, developed at ENEA and successfully tested
on NSTX at Princeton, will be installed on FTU in 2004.
A significant effort was devoted to the JET campaign in 2003, one of the most intense years of
JET operation. As well as participating in Task Force S2 (development of advanced scenarios for
ITER), ENEA was responsible for its co-ordination. Under an ENEA-CEA collaboration involving
joint experimental activities on FTU, Tore Supra and JET, significant progress was made in
developing real-time control tools and in understanding advanced modes of operation with
dominant electron heating.

Theoretical activities continued to address the transition from weak to strong energetic
particle transport in burning plasmas. The numerical findings of the hybrid MHD gyro-kinetic
code developed at Frascati were used to investigate the consistency of the proposed burning
plasma scenarios. Following the suggestion of the international workshop on the PROTO-SPHERA
proposal, it was decided to carry out a preliminary test of the multiple-electrode concept. A
collaboration concerning spherical tokamaks was set up with UKAEA.

1.2 FTU Facilities

1.2.1 FTU machine

Summary of machine operation. During 2003, FTU operated at a high level of reliability (about
90% of pulses successful). Although the machine began operation at end of February, the
experimental campaign was only started in April because a failure in the heating system caused
ice to form on a bottom window, making it necessary to vent the vacuum chamber and, of course,
restart the conditioning procedures.
After the summer break, a one-month experimental campaign was devoted to testing the
passive-active multijunction prototype of the lower hybrid wave launcher foreseen for ITER.
With regard to the control and data acquisition system, the following work was carried out:

• Completion and commissioning of three new serial Linux-based concentrators for the medium

level control of FTU PLCs.

• Porting of the software feedback control from the commercial LynxOS operating system to

open source Linux Real Time.

• Design and pre-release of a standard data mining system on the FTU data archive, including

the Frascati interface “Quaderno di Bordo” (FTU logbook).
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• Completion and commissioning of porting of FTU Data Acquisition System software from VAX
architecture to Alpha VMS architecture.

• Implementation of security enhancements to FTU network domain to comply with Remote
Participation Task security requirements (in collaboration with a member of the CODAS group).
• Design and partial implementation of a new Frascati fusion website, including hyperlinks to
subsites devoted to subsections of the Frascati fusion community.

In 2003, 1255 shots were successfully completed out of a total of 1391 performed over 56.5
experimental days. The average number of successful daily pulses was 22.21. Table 1.I reports
the main parameters for evaluating the efficiency of the experimental sessions.

The power supply was again (as in 2002) the greatest source of downtime, with a 32% share
(fig. 1.1). As for FTU availability in the last four years (fig. 1.2), the sharp drop in the indicator
Table 1.I – Summary of FTU operations in 2003
Jan. Feb. March
Total pulses

Successful pulses (sp)
I(sp)

Potential experimental days
Real experimental days
I(ed)

Experimental minutes
Delay minutes
I(et)

0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

0

A(sp/d)

205
175

0,85
14

8,5

May

June

July

Sept.

262

205

173

0

222

324

0,95

0,87

0,90

0,94

0,90

248
10
10

178
14
10

155
8
8

0,61

1,00

0,71

1,00

3137

4819

3842

3389

0,62

0,77

0,62

0,70

1893

20,59

A(p/d)

April

24,12

1433

24,80

26,20

2327
17,80

20,50

1467

0
0
0
0

0

19,38

Machine

0

0

Radiofrequency

0

0

Power supplies

Control system
DAS

0
0
0

0

73

0

141

194

0

0

635

0

22

282
67

139

293

110

0

0

0

0

28

0

20

86

33

Diagnostic system

0

0

34

37

Others

TOTAL

0

0

0

0

0

0

56

0

329
0

213

167
0

0

0

0
0

0

0,90

56,5

0,84

24181

10562
0,70

22,21

24,62

78

0

0

517

843

114

236

16

34

0

82

0

0
6

114
0

0

148

230

1893

1433

2327

1467

0

1601

1841

0

67,0

0

154
60

0

0

0

586
148

0

1255

27

286
18

0

1391

0

24,17

173

545

0

0

Oct. Nov. Dec. Total

271

677

0

27,00

234

330

1841

0

Total

27,75

303

0

Analysis

0,75

107

0
0

0,68

1601

Sept.

0

0

5644

July

456

12

3350

June

543

12

1,00

May

Feedback
Network

8

290

0,89

April

0
0

9

26,13

21,63

Delay per system (minutes)

Jan. Feb. March

209

Oct. Nov. Dec.

70

197

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

1015

%
9,6

0

3366

31,9

0

1174

11,1

0

169

1,6

0

400

0

0

1048
719

9,9
6,8

56

0,5

0

1577

14,9

0

10562

100

0

1038

3,8

9,8
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Analysis
14,9%

Others
9,8%

Machine
9,6%

Diagnostic system
3,8%
Network 0,5%
Feedback 1,6%
Control system
11,1%

Power supplies
31,9%

DAS Radiofrequency
9,9%
6,8,9%

Fig. 1.1 – Downtime sources in 2003

for experimental days in 2003 represents setbacks in
starting the experimental campaign; the slight decrease in
the experimental time indicator corresponds to an increase
in power-supply delays.

Summary of machine maintenance. Maintenance of the
FTU systems was carried out according to schedule. At the
end of June/October, the vacuum vessel was visually
inspected with a new operator-friendly telecamera, which is
small enough to be inserted into the vessel through any
vertical or horizontal port and give a direct view of the
operations being carried out. The images, recorded on a
computer, revealed that 14 tiles of the toroidal limiter
were broken: all were recovered and, where possible,
replaced.
The loss of oil from No. 3 bearing of the flywheel generator
MFG3 was eliminated.

Years

1.00
0.90
0.80

I(sp)
I(et)
I(ed)

0.70
0.60
2000

2001

2002

2003

Fig. 1.2 – Indicator trend 2000 - 2003.
I(sp): successful/total pulses. I(ed):
real/planned experimental days. I(et):
real/total experimental time

New installations and changes. The passive-active multijunction (PAM) antenna was installed
for testing during the first six months of machine operation. During the shutdown in the last
part of the year, the new CO2 interferometer for electron density measurements was installed.
Compared to the previous system, this diagnostic performs measurements at higher density and
also allows a better reconstruction of the density radial profile.

Following successful testing of the new tiles, it was decided to replace about one hundred and
distribute them almost uniformly on all the toroidal sectors except Nos. 7 and 9. The screw site
of the new tiles is designed differently in order to solve rupture problems. Using remote
handling to remove and reassemble the sectors, it was possible to work without having to
dismantle a lot of the diagnostics installed on ports. The whole operation was done according to
a standard procedure and was finished on schedule.
A new fast valve (the sixth) was installed in the gas injection plant.

Future activities. Liquid lithium has been proposed as plasma-facing material in fusion reactors
in order to control high heat loads and to ensure self-regeneration of the plasma-facing surface.
A conceptual study has been proposed for an ITER-size reactor. The concept is to use liquid Li
as first-wall material for the divertor target plates, with a capillary porous system
configuration. Although very few experiments have been done so far, they have all given very
interesting results. FTU can work at the same magnetic field as ITER and can be used to test
the liquid Li limiter under the em forces arising during a plasma disruption and thereby verify
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the dimensioning of the capillary thickness.
Up to now the calculations have been positive
and an executive project is being
implemented. This will be followed by a
contract with the Institute for Innovation
and Fusion research of Troitsk (Moscow) to
manufacture the system.

90°bend
24 RF power sources
5 GHz, 1 MW (CW)

Main transmission
line
Splitting
network

1.2.2 The LHCD system for ITER

PAM launcher

Fig. 1.3 – Block schematic of LHCD system for ITER

In collaboration with CEA Cadarache, the
design of the LHCD system for ITER has been
improved. The study is funded under an ITEREFDA task (art. 5.1 b).

The system (fig. 1.3) is based on 24, 1-MW continuous wave sources arranged in six subsystems
and will couple to the plasma a total rf power of 20 MW at 5 GHz. The rf power is transferred
to the launcher, over a distance of about 70 m, through the main transmission lines in an
oversized circular waveguide (C10 standard with Ø = 215 mm) excited in the low-loss TE°01 mode.
Based on the PAM concept [1.1], the launcher is a very robust structure capable of withstanding
the harsh plasma environment of ITER. It is composed of four independent blocks (fig. 1.4), each
one including 12 PAM modules arranged in four poloidal rows and three toroidal columns.

Each module consists of three rows with eight active and eight passive waveguides, which can
couple about 420 kW to the plasma. The active waveguides have a cross section of 58×9.25 mm2;
the passive waveguides, 58×7.25 mm2. The wall thickness is 3 mm at the mouth, so the pitch
between active waveguides is 22.5 mm. This value corresponds to the actual thickness of the
vertical walls that guarantee the mechanical stiffness and cooling of the whole structure. The
intrinsic phase shift between active waveguides is set at 270°. The main rf characteristics of
the launcher are summarised in table 1.II.
All the principal microwave components of the system have been defined and studied in detail
by the radiofrequency team of ENEA Frascati. An
alternative solution proposed for the components
performing coupling between the rectangular
waveguides, mode TE10, and the circular, mode TE°01, is
Table 1.II – Launcher: main rf characteristics
Bellows
3 dB hybrid
coupler

Casing
PAM block

Fig. 1.4 - ITER LHCD launcher

Total rf coupled power
rf power density (active waveguides)
Max electric field (active waveguides)
N|| (peak)
N|| (ϕin = -90° - 90°)
Power directivity

20 MW
33 MW/m2
6.2 kV/cm
2
1.9-2.1
≈ 70%

[1.1] Ph. Bibet et al., Conceptual study of reflector waveguide array for launching lower hybrid waves in reactorgrade plasmas, Rep. Eur-CEA-FC-1520 (1994)
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Fig. 1.5 - a) Snake-like mode converter; b) TE10 to TE°11 mode converter

a simple adiabatic TE10 to TE°11 mode converter followed by a classical “snake-like” TE°11 to TE°01
mode converter.
The qualitative behaviour of the electric fields inside the snake-like mode converter and inside
the TE10 to TE°11 mode converter, as obtained by computer simulation, is shown in figure 1.5a,b.

The critical parts of the system still to be assessed are the rf power source (hopefully a
klystron) and the vacuum windows. Preliminary analysis of an oversized BeO window, with
Ø=88 mm, thickness 11.73 mm and a resonance frequency 4722 MHz, demonstrates that it can
safely withstand up to 500 kW with a power reflection of 10%. In these conditions the maximum
calculated temperature in the middle of the disk is about 60°C (fig. 1.6a); this leads to a
maximum mechanical stress of 46 MPa (fig. 1.6b), 1.74 times lower than the limit value of 80 MPa
for BeO. Work is now being done to optimise the resonance frequency of the window to the
5 GHz of the LHCD system. The complete results of the study are reported in [1.2] and [1.3].
20
22

a)

b)

24

Copper tube

26

P = 500 kW

28
30

P = 500 kW

32
34

f = 4.722 GHz

36
38
40
41
43
45
47
49
51
53
55

f = 4.722 MHz

-40
-35
-31
-27
-23
-19
-15
-11
-6.9
-2.0
1.3
5.3
9.4
14
18
22
26
30
34
38
42
46

57
59

Window

61

Syy (MPa)

Fig. 1.6 – BeO oversized vacuum window: a) temperature distribution; b) stress distribution
°C

[1.2] F. Mirizzi, Ph. Bibet, S. Kuzikov, Report on lower hybrid system design (splitting network and mode
converter). Part 1: The splitting network, conclusive report of the contract FU05–CT2002–00158 (EFDA/02–688)

[1.3] F. Mirizzi, Ph. Bibet, S. Kuzikov, Report on lower hybrid system design (splitting network and mode
converter). Part 2: TE10 rectangular to TE01 circular mode converters, conclusive report of the contract
FU05–CT2002–00158 (EFDA/02–688)
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1.3 Tokamak Physics

1.3.1 Experiments with the PAM lower hybrid antenna in FTU

Under the continuing collaboration with CEA Cadarache, the very first prototype of the newly
conceived lower hybrid launcher for ITER, the PAM antenna, was assembled and successfully
tested on FTU [1.1].
The PAM (fig. 1.7) is characterised by thick vertical walls between adjacent columns of active
(transmitting) waveguides that ensure that the structure has good mechanical stiffness. Cooling
ducts drilled in these walls allow the launcher to withstand the strong heating from the
perpendicular energy and neutron fluxes generated by the plasma.

The periodicity of a conventional multijunction launcher is restored by passive (reflecting)
waveguides obtained in the thick walls between the active waveguides at the front end (mouth)
of the PAM. The rf power directivity of the launcher is enhanced by operating at low plasma
density (close to wave cut-off) where cross coupling between the active and passive waveguides
is very high. This allows operation in the full shadow of the vessel port, so the large particle flow
inside the scrape-off layer plasma does not damage the launcher.
The launcher for FTU is composed of 12 PAM modules arranged in an array of four rows and
three columns. Each module (fig. 1.8) includes an E-plane bi-junction. The built-in phase shift
between active waveguides is fixed at 270° to have an N||(peak)=2.4.
Given the mechanical constraints of FTU access (8 cm in toroidal direction), the aim of the test
was only to demonstrate the PAM concept (coupling, directivity and current drive efficiency)
with low power (PLH<300 kW) and short pulse (t≤1s). Further technical demonstrations, e.g.,
cooling efficiency, will be done in a later experiment at
Tore Supra.

All the main features indicated by the simulation codes
for the PAM have been experimentally validated on
FTU. A rf power density of about 80 MW/m2 was
routinely achieved for the maximum pulse length (0.9 s)
allowed by the LH system. This value corresponds to a
power density of about 50 MW/m2, when scaled from
the 8 GHz of FTU to the 5 GHz of ITER (ITER design
value is 33 MW/m2). Even higher values of power were
obtained for shorter repetitive pulses, namely 270 kW
with 200 ms ON and 80 ms OFF, and more than 300 kW
on a single pulse. The time diagrams of coupled and
reflected powers are plotted in figure 1.9.

Fig. 1.7 - The PAM mouth

Toroidal direction

Passive
waveguide

s2 = 1 mm
PAM mouth

h4 = 5 mm

180o

E-plane bi-junction
90o
h2 = 10.6 mm

320 mm
s1 = 0.8 mm

340 mm

Fig. 1.8 - Schematic of PAM module

Input
waveguide
h1 = 22.2 mm

Very good coupling, with an
average power reflection
coefficient Rc≤2% at the
input of the PAM, was
obtained after conditioning
the launcher. As predicted by
simulation codes, the coupling
remains very good, even with
the grill mouth retracted
2 mm inside the port shadow,
and plasma density in front of
the launcher ne,PAM is as low
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Fig. 1.9 - Power performance of the PAM antenna. Time
traces of coupled power (PLH) and reflection coefficient
(Rc) for three discharges. First frame: design power of
0.27 MW coupled with a 0.2/0.08 s ON/OFF duty cycle.
Second frame: average power of 0.25 MW coupled for the
maximum time allowed by power sources. Third frame: an
attempt to exceed the design value with a power of 0.3 MW

ncut-off
0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

ne,PAM(1018m-3)

Fig. 1.10 – Coupling characteristics of the PAM
antenna shown as a plot of the power reflection
coefficient vs. the density at the grill mouth,
measured by Langmuir probes mounted next to the
grill

as the cut-off value (in the error bar of the Langmuir-probe measurement on the antenna
mouth). Figure 1.10 shows Rc plotted vs. ne,PAM for different phasings between adjacent
multijunction modules.

The PAM current-drive efficiency is well comparable to that of a conventional grill launching a
similar N|| spectrum, provided the different directivities of the two launchers be taken into
account. This is shown in figure 1.11, which reports the time diagrams of the most relevant
signals. The LH-driven current is derived from evaluation of the Ohmic current, according to the
method described in [1.4], considering the residual loop voltage and the resistivity change due
to the variation in impurity content and electron temperature. The better CD efficiency (ηCD)
of the conventional grill is due also to the higher volume-averaged electron temperature <Te>
with respect to the fixed phase of the PAM [1.4]. Accordingly, the present magnitude of ηCD is
smaller than usual in FTU because of both the lower <Te> and the slower waves (usually, for FTU
ηCD≈0.25×1020m-2A/W, <Te>≥0.8 and N||,pk≈1.8 [1.5]).
Additional properties, such as flexibility in the N|| spectrum or effects of edge density on wave
directivity, are still under investigation.

The fast electron tail behaviour is being analysed from the data taken with the fast electron
Bremsstrahlung (FEB) camera recently installed on FTU. The hard x-ray radial emission profiles
agree with the LH deposition calculations performed with the fast ray tracing code [1.6],
[1.4]

V. Pericoli Ridolfini et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 1, 93 (1999)

[1.6]

A.R. Esterkin and A.D. Piliya, Nucl. Fusion 38, 1501 (1996)

[1.5] S. Podda et al., LH current drive at ITER relevant conditions in FTU tokamak, Proc. 19th IAEA Conf. on
Fusion Energy, (Lyon 2002) Paper CN94-PD/P-07
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Fig. 1.11 – Comparison of CD performance of the PAM
antenna and a conventional grill, presented as the time
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during different discharge phases; c) volume-averaged
electron temperature; d) ratio of LH-driven current to
total plasma current; e) calculation of CD efficiency;
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Fig. 1.12 - Effect of pellets (open symbols) on
energy confinement time: the linear (neoAlcator) scaling with density is recovered in
multiple-pellet fuelled discharges (pellet τE
data averaged over 50 ms). The horizontal line
represents the saturation Ohmic confinement
time in FTU
[1.7]

especially at line-averaged densities ne>0.4×1020 m–3,
where the radial diffusion of the fast electrons can
be neglected. Below this value, profiles are broader
for the FEB than for the LH deposition, and the hard
x-ray intensity is smaller with the PAM than with a
conventional grill.
All these features make one reasonably confident
that the PAM technique can be implemented on ITER.

1.3.2 Transport data analysis

A collaboration between CEA and ENEA was set up to
use the transport code CRONOS (developed at CEA
Cadarache) for analysis of FTU plasma discharges.
Among the advantages of CRONOS is its capability to
deal with LH additional heating in a self-consistent
way. The first step was to develop interfaces for
accessing the FTU database and the subsequent
transformation of the data into a suitable format for
CRONOS. Runs for standard Ohmic discharges were
performed to benchmark CRONOS with the other
transport codes used at ENEA Frascati. The results
are satisfactory and the next step will be to use
CRONOS routinely for LH discharges.

New transport analysis of FTU data was carried out [1.7] for
pellet discharges and Ohmic discharges at 7.2 T (with
density scans at different plasma currents in the range
0.5–1.4 MA): the linear regressions of the experimental
confinement times of the linear Ohmic confinement (LOC)
phase at different Ip values
_ are plotted
_ in figure 1.12. These
regressions (τElinear(ms)=k neq, where ne is given in 1020 m–3
units and q is the cylindrical safety factor) exhibit a linear
q-dependence: the coefficient k ranges between 10.7 and
14.9 and tends to decrease with increasing plasma current.
The average value of k, within the error bars, is in
agreement with the neo-Alcator scaling (k=13.9 for FTU). It
is clear that the peaked density profiles obtained_by pellet
fuelling allow the linear dependence of τE on ne to be
recovered at high-density regimes at high current. The
increase in τE with density in the LOC phase corresponds to
a decrease in electron heat diffusivity (χe), whereas ion heat
diffusivity (χi) increases (both are evaluated at the
maximum pressure gradient). This suggests that electrons
dominate transport in the LOC phase. In the saturated
Ohmic confinement (SOC) phase, χi and χe reach a constant
value, which is higher in the case of χi, indicating that
transport becomes ion-dominated in this density range.

B. Esposito et al., Transport studies in FTU tokamak, to appear in Fusion Science Technol.
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With pellets, the improvement in confinement corresponds to a strongly reduced χi as compared
to the SOC phase at the same density.

1.3.3 MHD studies

High-frequency modes in FTU. High-frequency (HF) oscillations in Ohmic discharges were
observed with the use of the fast MHD data acquisition system (installed in 2001), which allows
sampling rates of 250 kHz over the whole of the discharge. High-frequency oscillations are
generally explained as occurring through interaction between energetic ions and MHD modes
existing in gaps of the Alfvén continuum, but there are no fast ions in FTU Ohmic plasmas.

These HF oscillations appear during the development of m=-2, n=-1 magnetic islands, which
typically rotate at 5 kHz in the electron diamagnetic velocity direction. The m=-2 tearing mode
appears early in the discharge and, after remaining at a level
of poloidal magnetic field perturbation δB/B=0.05%, starts to
grow again to values of 0.3%; at this stage several secondary
high-frequency modes appear. The HF mode frequency ranges
between 40 and 80 kHz (fig. 1.13), i.e., one order of magnitude
above the tearing mode frequency, one order of magnitude
60
below the first toroidal gap in the Alfvén continuum and just
above the low frequency gap introduced by finite beta effects.

The poloidal structure of HF modes appears to vary with
poloidal angle. On the low-field side, both phase measurements
and the standing wave structure give m=2 for the n=1 mode and
m=–2 for the n=-1 mode. On the high-field side, phase
measurements give |m|>5, while no clear standing wave
structure emerges from noise.
The strict correlation between HF and tearing modes and the
existence of a threshold indicate that HF modes tap energy
from the tearing mode by a non-linear mechanism. Theoretical
studies are being carried out to identify this mechanism.
Magnetic reconnection studies. Analysis of sawtooth
collapses in FTU discharges with negligible diamagnetic
effects led to the observation of two stages with different
reconnection rates [1.9]. In the first stage, a precursor

10-2

10-3
Frequency (kHz)

The HF spectrum is dominated by two lines of comparable
amplitude [1.8]. The line at higher frequency has toroidal
number n=-1, i.e., it co-rotates with the tearing mode, while the
lower frequency line counter-rotates. Since their frequency
difference is exactly twice that of the tearing mode (fig. 1.14),
the two modes have exactly opposite velocities in the island
rest frame and then form a standing wave structure. Such a
structure has indeed been identified in the mode amplitude
envelope.
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Fig. 1.13 - Spectrogram of a Mirnov coil at 16°
above the midplane in FTU Ohmic pulse
#23151. Ordinates and colourscale indicate
frequency in kHz and amplitude. Intense lines
below 10 kHz correspond to a (2,1) tearing
mode and its harmonics, while the lines above
30 kHz are the novel feature

[1.8] P. Buratti, P. Smeulders, F. Zonca, Observation of coherent drift-Alfvén waves in FTU thermal plasmas,
presented at the 8th Easter Plasma Meeting (Turin 2003)
http://burningplasma.polito.it/easter_meeting_2003.html
[1.9]

P. Buratti, E. Giovannozzi, O. Tudisco, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 45, L9 (2003)
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frequency (red curve). While the tearing mode rotation
slows down and locks due to wall braking, the HF
frequency gap decreases and the two modes coalesce
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magnetic island grows exponentially at the
semicollisional growth rate. At the beginning of the
second stage, the reconnection rate increases by an
order of magnitude. The onset of very fast
reconnection could be associated with the
development of kinetic Alfvén waves (KAWs) in the
reconnection region. FTU results support this
possibility, as KAW resistive damping decreases
more and more during the precursor stage [1.10].
Another possibility based on the development of an
ergodic region around the island separatrix has been
discarded because the ergodic region width
calculated for realistic island parameters is very
small. There are two more possible fast reconnection
mechanisms, i.e., ion-sound turbulence and pressure
anisotropy; both could develop non-linearly in the
reconnection layer during the precursor stage.

MHD modes associated with pellet injection. Pellet
injection with significant particle deposition near the
q=1 radius gives rise to rapid growth of an m=1, n=1
magnetic island and, in some cases, to persistent oscillations that are due to the accumulation of
well-confined particles around the o–point of the m=1 island. In the first case there is enhanced
fuelling of the plasma centre, beyond the pellet ablation region. In the second case forced
reconnection at the q=2 radius and rotation braking have been observed. These studies have
been completed and are now published [1.11, 1.12].

1.3.4 Improved confinement produced by IBWs in H and D plasmas

In 2003, new ion Bernstein wave (IBW) experiments were carried out on FTU and the results of
the 2002 IBW campaign were analysed. The previous IBW experiments (1999–2001) obtained
improved confinement in hydrogen plasmas, accompanied by a simultaneous increase in electron
density and temperature, with profile peaking [1.13]. Investigation of improved confinement
regimes induced by IBWs was continued at higher IBW power level, density and plasma current
and lower effective ion charge values. For the experiments, both in hydrogen (H) and in
deuterium (D) plasmas, two waveguide antennas were utilised for coupling up to 0.5 MW of rf
power, operating at a frequency of 433 MHz and at a toroidal field of 7.9 T. Sheared plasma
flows induced by IBWs and expected to occur at a radial position close to the ion cyclotron
resonant layer should stabilise turbulence and improve confinement [1.14]. For the operating
magnetic field and IBW frequency, the resonant layer corresponds to the fourth ion-cyclotron
harmonic in H plasma (rabs/a≈0.3) and to the ninth harmonic for D plasma rabs/a≈0.65, where a
[1.10] P. Buratti, E. Giovannozzi, Fast magnetic reconnection and tokamak sawtooth collapses, presented at the
30th EPS Conf. on Control. Fusion and Plasma Physics (St. Petersburg 2003)

[1.11] V. Annibaldi et al., Enhanced central fuelling and m=1 island formation after pellet ablation in the Frascati
Tokamak Upgrade, to appear in Nucl. Fusion

[1.12] E. Giovannozzi et al., Magnetic island structures and their rotation after pellet injection in FTU, to appear
in Nucl. Fusion
[1.13] R. Cesario et al., Phys. Plasmas 8, 11, 4721 (2001)
[1.14] A. Cardinali et al., Nucl. Fusion 42, 427 (2002)
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2.0

Pressure profile (104 Pa)

indicates the minor radius of the plasma. Analysis
of the 2002 results [1.15] confirmed the improved
confinement regimes observed in H plasmas and
showed that improved confinement can be achieved
also in D plasmas (fig. 1.15). The confinement time
inside the absorption layer increases linearly with
plasma density, which suggests that the improved
confinement obtained during the IBW power pulse
might be due to a sort of linear Ohmic confinement
regime. This hypothesis will be tested in future
experiments.

H-plasma

1.5
D-plasma

IBW phase
1.0
4ΩH

9ΩH

The 2003 campaign was focussed on comparing the
Ohmic phase
effects produced in D plasmas by IBW power and
by extra gas puffing, which give the same density
increase. A higher recycling than in the reference
1.15
1.00
1.05
1.10
experiments of 2002 was observed in all the
operating conditions of 2003. Transport analysis
Major radius (m)
showed that confinement does not improve during
Fig. 1.15 - Electron pressure profile during Ohmic and
either IBW or extra-gas puffing injection, perhaps
IBW phases of discharges performed with same
because the high recycling induces less peaked
parameters, but with H and D majorities. Both
pressure profiles. Moreover, the oxygen impurity
experiments performed with a toroidal magnetic field of
concentration is a factor of two higher than in
7.9 T, plasma current of 0.4 MA and line-averaged
2002, and the radiated power near the plasma edge
density of 0.3×1020 m–3
increases during IBW power injection. These
observations suggest that spurious power
absorption occurs at the edge on the ion-cyclotron resonant layer of partially ionised oxygen
atoms. Preliminary results obtained by microwave reflectometry diagnostics suggest that there
is some reduction in turbulence in the plasma region close to the resonant layer during the IBW
power pulse. Conversely, there is no turbulence reduction during extra gas-puffing injection. A
clear interpretation of the IBW experiment on FTU requires further experimental tests, which
will be carried out during the 2004 campaign, operating at the lowest possible recycling rate and
with the lowest possible oxygen concentration.
0.5

1.3.5 New modelling of LHCD in tokamak plasmas: inclusion of spectral
broadening induced by edge physics

How to employ steady-state LHCD [1.16] to sustain the profiles needed for advanced tokamak
scenarios is one of today’s most critical issues in tokamak physics. A new model in which a noninductive current is produced by externally launched LH waves has been developed. The model
uses a ray-tracing Fokker-Planck code to include spectral broadening induced by parametric
instability (PI), which gives a more precise determination of the deposition profile than the
previous models and hence explains the available results for LHCD-sustained internal transport
barriers (ITBs) [1.17]. In addition, the effect of PI-induced broadening of the N|| spectrum
[1.15] C. Castaldo et al,. Improved confinement produced by ion Bernstein waves (IBW) in hydrogen and deuterium
plasmas of FTU (Frascati Tokamak Upgrade), to appear in Nucl. Fusion Lett.
[1.16] J. Fisch, Rev. Mod. Phys. 59, 175J (1987)

[1.17] R. Cesario et al., Modeling of a lower-hybrid current drive by including spectral broadening induced by
parametric instability in tokamak plasmas, to appear in Phys. Rev. Letters
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launched by the antenna addresses the long-lasting
debate over bridging the so-called “spectral gap” in
LHCD [1.18] (N|| is the refractive index component
along the toroidal direction).

Amplification factor

Assuming the typical plasma-edge parameters of a
current drive experiment, the solution of the
parametric dispersion relation indicates that strong
instability driven by ion-sound quasi-mode occurs in
4
13
the scrape-off layer, close to the antenna-plasma
interface. The instability produces spectral
2
broadening of the launched waves by sideband waves,
which are LH with a frequency shift from the pump of
0
10
10-3-10-4ω0 and a growth rate of γ ≈10-3ω0. Convective
2
3
4
loss due to the finite spatial extent of the pump and
NII
to plasma inhomogeneity was considered in order to
determine the fraction of pump power transferred to
Fig. 1.16 - Behaviour of parametric instability
the sidebands. To produce significant instability and
amplification factor and of pump power depletion vs. the
hence (be able to) determine the threshold of pump
N|| of the sideband wave excited by instability. Plasma
power density, the spatial amplification factor
parameters are typical of a LHCD experiment at JET
A=γ(ki,E0,ω0,ω1)L/vgiξ should be A>1, where L is the
width of the pump region in the x, z plane and vgiξ is
the group velocity component of the sideband i=1,2 in
the direction perpendicular to that of the pump. Such a threshold (a few MW/m2) is exceeded
over the whole scrape-off layer in typical LHCD experiments, which are performed with
WLH≈100 MW/m2. Figure 1.16 shows the exponential dependence of the pump power depletion
on the amplification factor, assuming the decay waves to be excited by thermal noise. A fraction
of about 10% of the pump power is deposited in the scrape-off layer on sidebands with
N||≈2.1–2.3. This fraction decreases at increasing N|| (0.1% for N||≈3) because of the increase in
convective losses. For N||>3.5, no depletion occurs as the pump power density decreases below
the threshold, thus determining a cut-off in N|| of the LH power spectrum penetrating the
plasma bulk.
15

6

Spectral broadening could explain the values of the LHCD efficiencies as well the increasing
off–axis deposition found when operating at high plasma densities. On the other hand, a
reduction in PI growth and enhancement of the plasma density limit are expected for LHCD
operation with low recycling/higher electron temperature at the edge, obtained, e.g., by lithiumcoating of the vessel. In these conditions, appropriate tailoring of the launched N|| antenna
spectrum (electronically achievable) could perhaps allow successful control of LH deposition and
magnetic shear profiles in the plasma. The new model used as a predictive tool will allow the
design of experimental scenarios requiring q-profile control for improving stability and
confinement in advanced-tokamak regimes.

1.3.6 Study of impurity transport in ITB plasmas

A 1-D time-dependent transport model reproducing plasma line and continuum emissions was used
to study impurity transport during FTU electron ITB discharges. Impurity behaviour was
explored in the two different experimental scenarios in which the formation and maintenance of
[1.18] F. Santini, in Course and Workshop on Applications of RF waves to Tokamak Plasmas (Varenna 1985),
Editors: S Bernabei, U. Gasparino and E. Sindoni, Int. School of Plasma Physics 1985, 251
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Fig. 1.17 - Diffusion coefficient and pinch
velocity profiles used to simulate FTU emission
before and during the ITB phase of shot
#21548. The pinch velocity profile does not
change with time and is “standard” for FTU
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Fig. 1.18 - Diffusion coefficient and pinch
velocity profiles used to simulate the ITB during
Ip ramp-up phase discharges (the D used before
the ITB phase is the “standard” 0.5 m2/s,
uniform with radius)

an ITB is obtained on FTU. In the first, the LH and ECRH waves are launched during the current
(Ip) flattop phase; in the second, rf power is injected early on during the Ip ramp-up phase.

A diffusion coefficient enhanced (by a factor of 10) inside the barrier and an inward pinch
velocity linearly increasing with radius up to 3.5 m/s, as found in the Ohmic case, are necessary
to reproduce FTU plasma emission in the first scenario (fig. 1.17). A diffusion coefficient
lowered (by a factor of 2) inside the barrier and roughly the same inward pinch velocity
(v(a)=5 m/s in this case) have to be assumed to interpret impurity behaviour if rf power is
injected during the Ip ramp-up phase (fig. 1.18).
These diffusion coefficient profiles are similar to the ion thermal diffusivity profiles predicted
by the JETTO code for both cases.

1.3.7 Soft-x-ray tangential imaging of the NSTX core plasma

The fast x-ray system developed at ENEA Frascati (see 2001-2002 Progress Reports),
continued to operate successfully at NSTX, where it is being used to investigate emissions from
the plasma core through tangential imaging (one quadrant) of the plasma. The capability of the
device to acquire images with a time resolution of the order of 1 ms and to reconstruct the
curvature and elongation of the x-ray iso-emissivity contours under various plasma conditions
was assessed. Also, comparisons with the magnetic surface structure calculated by the EFIT
code show good agreement between the reconstructed flux surface and the soft-x-ray
emissions for poloidal beta values up to 0.6 (fig. 1.19). For greater values of beta, the x-ray isoemissivity contours become circular, while magnetic flux surface reconstructions yield
elongation 1.5<k<2.2 (fig. 1.20). This difference could be due to several sources, among which the
lack of internal magnetic measurements, the assumption of zero toroidal rotation, or the fact
that the x-ray emissions are not aligned with the magnetic surfaces. The x-ray images were
acquired with a (statistical) signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per pixel of about 30. Thanks to the
direct and efficient x-ray conversion and operation in a photon counting mode, this new
diagnostic tool allows routine investigation of the plasma core with a 1-kHz sampling rate and
extremely high SNR under all the experimental conditions in NSTX.
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Fig. 1.19 - Shot #108670 with Ip=1 MA, applied
toroidal field=0.44 T and maximum βp=0.72.
Colour contour-plot of x-ray images at time
t=0.35 superimposed on EFIT reconstruction

Fig. 1.20 - Shot #108729 with Ip=0.8 MA,
applied toroidal field=0.49 T and maximum
βp=1.2. Colour contour-plot of x–ray images at
time
t=0.5s
superimposed
on
EFIT
reconstruction

1.4 JET Collaboration
1.4.1 Introduction

The participation of ENEA in the JET experimental campaigns (C8-C14) of 2003 entailed
preparation of the campaigns by one task force leader and two deputy task force leaders and
(with the CREATE Consortium) activities related to the experiments and enhancements
(realisation of new apparatus and control systems) carried out by Task Forces S2 (Advanced
Tokamak Scenario), S1 (H-mode), D (Diagnostics), M (Magnetics), H (Heating) and DT
(Deuterium–Tritium). An important focus of the 2003-4 EFDA-JET work programme was the
Trace Tritium Campaign, considered technically successful. In 2003 not only were the JET
facilities used more intensively than in any previous year, but also the machine operated for the
first time at BT=4 T, Ip=4 MA and a maximum NBI power of 21.8 MW.

1.4.2 Advanced tokamak scenarios

Advanced operation modes with dominant electron heating: comparison with FTU and Tore
Supra. This experiment is part of a programme of comparative studies of “hybrid” regimes of
operation at JET, FTU and Tore Supra. The hybrid regime explored is characterised by a flat
spatial q-profile with q0~1 and low density ne=0.4nG (nG= Greenwald density). The aim of the work
is to maximise the rf (ICRH+LHCD) at low ρ*. Discharges with PRF in addition to PNBI~9 MW
(B=3.2 T, Ip=2.6 MA, q95=4, Te close to Ti), as in figure 1.21, and rf dominated PRF+PLH=10 MW
(PNBI=1.5 MW, B=1.9 T, Ip=3.2 MA, q95=5) were obtained and analysis is in progress. The
preliminary results are related to the particularly quiescent MHD activity, in discharges where
confinement is definitely improving (H89 close to 2) and the value of H*89βN/(q95)2 depends
strongly on plasma current. The maximum normalised beta achieved is still not very high (βN=1.5)
because of the relatively low additional heating available. In this scenario the shear was flat and
q0 close to one; however, unlike the standard scenario, fishbone activity was missing and mild
sawtooth (with a very long crash time) activity was often present.
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Combined real-time control of pressure and current
profile. Simultaneous active control of both the
pressure and the current density profile was
performed for the first time by using all the available
heating systems (NBI, ICRH, LHCD). Both profiles
were sustained close to the reference profiles for
several seconds. A plasma dynamic linear model was
developed from the experimental data and used to
obtain the parameter of the closed feedback loop.
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Steady state and real-time control. Discharges
were obtained with parameters B=3 T, Ip=1.8 MA,
q95=5.8, H*89βN=3, with real-time control of the
barrier strength for 6 s. With heating active for up to
20 s, a JET record of injected energy, E=330MJ, was
obtained by appropriate tailoring of the ICRF, NBI
and LH systems. Mild, type III ELMs were found.
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High-performance ITBs at high triangularity. Wide
Fig. 1.21 – Hybrid scenario with B=3.2T, IP=2.6MA,
ITBs, at R~3.7m, were formed at high triangularity
q95=4 (#62791), n=0.4nG: steady pulse, low ELM
δ~0.45. The ITBs were triggered in 3.4T/1.5MA,
activity
q95~7.5 discharges at PTot=23–24 MW, with an
L–mode edge. The ITB continued through the H-mode
phase, with ELMs moderated by Ne injection, even though the ITB foot was close to the edgepressure pedestal. The configuration was sustained for a time (several seconds) comparable with
the resistive diffusion time.
Time (s)

Development of a dominant ICRH ITB scenario in deeply reversed shear. Ion ITBs were
obtained with low torque injection by heating the ions with a high (5–8%) 3He concentration
ICRH minority scheme on pure LHCD electron ITBs. This suggests that other turbulence
stabilising mechanisms are present, in addition to the ExB shearing rate.

Tritium and helium transport in optimised shear plasmas. To study fuel-ion particle transport
in JET, tritium was injected to diagnose the 14-MeV neutron emission profile. Experiments were
performed using tritium gas puffs in trace amounts (nT/nD<5%) and high-energy neutral beams
in short beam (<300ms) blips. In ITB discharges (qmin>2 with reversed shear), the inward
propagation of the particle flux slows down, testifying to a decrease in flux diffusion through
the ITB. In hybrid scenarios (qmin»1 with low positive shear, no sawteeth) going from low to high
triangularity, the ratio of particle to energy confinement time increased, but the core tritium
transport coefficients were unaffected.

High-performance ITBs at high density with real-time control. Internal transport barriers
with core density close to or above the Greenwald value were obtained, when reversed q and
peaked density profiles were achieved by appropriate timing of LH power and pellet injection.
On these target profiles, a balanced mix of NBI and ICRH power, PTot=15-17 MW, triggered
ITBs (i+, e-, VTOR and ne) at a toroidal rotation four times lower than that measured in standard
JET scenarios.

Modelling. A full-wave code FELICE (treating wave propagation in slab geometry) was used for
modelling the 3He minority heating vs. the minority concentration in order to establish the best
conditions for performing the experiment (S2-7.2.8). The results are shown in figure 1.22: the
best minority concentration of 3He is 4%, where 80% of the total launched power goes to the
minority ions, while the remaining power goes to the electrons through Landau damping. No power
is transferred to deuterium. In the condition of a minority heating regime, the IBW branch is
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not coupled. By increasing the minority concentration for
values greater than 6%, the situation reverses: the
absorption on the electrons becomes more effective than
that on the ions.
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Fig. 1.22 - Model calculations related to
experiment S2-7.2.8. The power transferred to
electrons and ions is calculated vs. the 3He
minority concentration

Alfvén eigenmodes and energetic particle modes in
advanced tokamak regimes. Fast ions produced during
ICRF heating generate Alfvén cascades in shear reversed
discharges. The main physics goal was to investigate the
fast-ion spatial redistribution induced by the Alfvén
cascades. Indeed γ-ray tomography has shown a spatial
shift of the fast-ion distribution during the generation of
Alfvén cascades, which are typical of MHD activity in
shear-reversed discharges.

1.4.4 Diagnostics

Polycrystalline CVD diamond detector for 14-MeV
neutron measurements at JET. The utilisation of
polycrystalline chemical vapour deposited (CVD) diamond
detectors in harsh environments, e.g., of a nuclear fusion reactor, is very promising due to the
capability of the detectors to operate at high temperature and to withstand high neutron
fluences.

CVD diamond films have been grown at the Faculty of Engineering, Rome “Tor Vergata”
University for several years, and in 1998 a collaboration was set up with the ENEA Fusion
Division to develop fast neutron monitors for utilisation in a fusion tokamak environment.

The recent improvement in diamond film quality made it possible to use CVD diamond detectors
as neutron monitors at the 14-MeV Frascati
Neutron Generator (FNG). A second test in
a real tokamak environment was very
#61352
successful. In this case a polycrystalline
Fis. Ch.
130-mm-thick CVD diamond detector was
M-diode
installed on JET in order to monitor the
CVD-Thr/1
time-dependent 14-MeV neutron emission
produced by D-T plasma pulses during the
Trace Tritium Experiment (TTE) in October
2003.
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Fig. 1.23 – Comparison between new and standard detectors

51

This was the first ever attempt to use a
CVD diamond detector as a neutron monitor
in a tokamak environment. Despite its small
active volume, the detector was able to
detect the 14–MeV neutron emission
(> 1.0x1015 n/shot) with good reliability and
stability during the five-week experimental
campaign.
Comparison with the standard silicon
detectors presently used at JET to monitor
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14-MeV neutron emission shows excellent correlation between the measurements (fig. 1.23). The
results prove that CVD diamond detectors can be reliably used in a tokamak environment and
therefore confirm the potential of this technology for next-step machines such as ITER.
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Neutron calibration (and neutron measurements during TTE). In preparation for the Trace
Tritium Experiment, a number of sessions
were dedicated to calibration of the
#61557 (ICRH)
neutron flux monitors (silicon, CVD
diamond and natural diamond diodes
2nd Tritium puff
[NDDs]), the neutron profile monitor
8.0x1014
(neutron vertical and horizontal cameras
7.0x1014
[KN3]) and the neutron spectrometers
6.0x1014
(the magnetic proton recoil [MPR]
1st Tritium puff
5.0x1014
spectrometer [KM9]). The ENEA Frascati
4.0x1014
physicists concentrated on the neutron
cameras and the CVD. In general,
3.0x1014
satisfactory agreement was found
2.0x1014
between the various flux measurements
1.0x1014
(Si, CVD and NDD) and also between the
0
2.0
flux measurements and the MPR (which
2.4
has an independent calibration). Figure
2.8
Neutron
1.24 shows an example of the neutron
3.2
emission centre
spatial profile measured by KN3 during
3.6
Magnetic axis
Time (s)
the TTE. The measurements revealed the
4.0
presence of asymmetries (with respect to
Major radius, m
the plasma centre) in the neutron spatial
Fig. 1.24 - Neutron spatial profile as measured by the neutron
emissions.
profile monitor in a ICRF-heated discharge during TTE, showing

Amplitude (arb. units)

Neutron diagnostics. A digital pulse-shape
how the neutron emission spatial profile reacts to tritium puffs
discrimination (DPSD) system for neutron
when an ICRH system is used to create fast ion tails
and γ-rays has been developed at ENEA
Frascati. The system is based on organic scintillators
4000
(stilbene and NE213) coupled to photomultipliers. The
direct output signal from the photomultiplier anode is
1000
digitised. The DPSD system offers new possibilities
for neutron spectroscopy at high count rates, with
pile-up correction and data reprocessing capabilities,
for application in neutron cameras of future devices
100
(such as ITER). Pulses are acquired (fig. 1.25) by
means of a commercial 12-bit 200-MHz fast transient
recorder card with 256 MSamples on-board memory.
tF
tS
The neutron and gamma events are separated through
10
dedicated software that exploits the charge
0
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
comparison method, although an alternative method
Time (ns)
based on neutral network analysis is under
Fig. 1.25 - Digitised neutron and γ pulses from AmBe
development (collaboration with the Polytechnic of
source (200-MHz sampling rate). Also shown are the
Bari, Italy). Good neutron/gamma separation as well
two time intervals used for pulse-shape discrimination
as pulse height distributions were obtained in the
by the charge comparison method
laboratory with standard sources (fig. 1.26) and in the
[1.19] B. Esposito et al., Digital pulse shape discrimination in organic scintillators for fusion application, presented
at the 9th Pisa Meeting on Advanced Detectors (La Biodola 2003)
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Fig. 1.27 - Pulse height spectra for neutrons and
γ-rays with NE213 and the fast tansient card in JET
deuterium-tritium discharge #61087 (total count
rate ~0.4 MHz)

FTU experiment [1.19], where the NE213 signals from the central channel of the six-channel
neutron radial camera were acquired continuously for the full duration (~1.5 s) of the plasma
discharge. The system, coupled to a laptop through a PCI extension board, was also implemented
in the Trace Tritium Experiment at JET in September 2003. Pulse height spectra (fig. 1.27)
were simultaneously obtained for neutrons and γ-rays at very high rates (between 0.3-2 MHz)
with a NE213 detector (viewing the plasma along a vertical line of sight) optimised for high
energy resolution neutron spectrometry. Neutron spectra showing both the 2.5 MeV and 14 MeV
peaks were obtained for deuterium-tritium plasmas by means of unfolding analysis (collaboration
with Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Braunschweig, Germany).

Data validation. An ongoing activity in the field of complete polarimetry concerns measuring the
full polarisation ellipse of the beam in order to retrieve the electron density from the CottonMouton effect. The study has focussed on the consistency between theory and experiment. The
Cotton-Mouton effect can be used to measure the line-integrated plasma density in most of the
JET discharges. Good agreement between the density retrieved from the Cotton-Mouton effect
and the line-integrated density and between the model calculations and the experiment has been
observed. Theoretical calculations show that the electron temperature (Te) has an effect on the
Faraday and the Cotton Mouton effect for Te> 5 keV, so in these conditions the hot dielectric
tensor should be used for proper interpretation of the data.

1.4.5 Enhancements

KK5 installation and operation. The new Fourier transform spectrometer with rotating
reflector was installed as part of the JET diagnostics enhancements. Called KK5, the
spectrometer will provide ECE spectra and electron temperature (Te) profiles after its in-vessel
absolute calibration. It is planned to replace the aging KK1 diagnostic with KK5 as the main
absolutely calibrated Te measurement tool.

JET pulse data were routinely collected up to the end of the experimental campaigns, and the
data processing program was completed and debugged. Data analysis has so far provided very
interesting results. Figure 1.28 shows an example of KK5 ECE measurements for pulse 61238.
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Fig. 1.28 - KK5 Michelson ECE spectrometer: examples of measurements
the JET poloidal crosssection to be imaged with a
depth of field of 4500 mm,
centred at 4250 mm from the end of the
endoscope. Both IR and visible light are
transmitted through the system; the transmission
band of the lens material used (multispectral
grade zinc sulphide) ranges from 0.5 to 14 mm. To
reduce chromatic aberrations and dynamic range,
the width of the IR wavelength band was reduced
to 200 nm, centred around 4.3 mm. Optimisation in
the visible range was carried out for a 100–nmwide wavelength band, centred on the Ha emission
line (0.656 mm). The endoscope is centred and no
aspherical surfaces are included in the design. The
on-axis f-number and the reduction factor are 3
and 3.6×10-3 for the IR endoscope channel and 3.6
and 1.9×10-3 for the visible channel. The part of
the collecting optics shared by both IR and visible
Fig. 1.29 - System layout showing optical path (violet +
channels consists of eight multispectral grade zinc
red/light blue tubes)
sulphide lenses, two sapphire windows, five plane
mirrors and one beam splitter, separating the IR
from the visible channels. The final IR image passes through an objective consisting of five
lenses, a plane mirror and an IR filter and is focussed on a focal plane array (FPA) with 640×512
pixels and 25-mm pitch. The visible image passes through a six-lens objective and is focused on
a CCD array (8.8x6.6 mm, 10 mm pixel size). The field of view is ±32° in the vertical (y-)
direction, ±25° in the horizontal (x-) and ±35° along the principal diagonals. The minimum object
dimension that can be resolved by the endoscope–FPA (CCD) system is 10 (8) mm for an object
plane-endoscope distance of 4250 mm and a field of view ±35 °.
-20

Extreme shape controller. Most of the JET task forces propose experiments with highly
shaped plasmas. For this reason, in 2002 an international team including CREATE/ENEA
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Fig. 1.30 – Plasma-shape control by XSC on JET pulse #61995: a) a priori prediction vs. experimental value of
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(dashed line) vs. desired shape (dotted line) during XSC operation

researchers, and led by ENEA, proposed the design and implementation of a new extreme shape
controller (XSC). Following preliminary studies, in 2003 the controller was implemented on new
hardware architecture, and experimental discharges were carried out to assess its performance
[1.20].
The overall activity was organised in the following three work packages.

1. Modelling and simulation of the plasma-poloidal field circuit control system. Upgraded versions
of CREATE-L and CREATE-NL codes were developed to construct a JET plasma response model
[1.21]. The input quantities were the poloidal field circuit currents (or voltages), poloidal beta
and internal inductance. The output quantities included the signals (fields, fluxes and flux
differences) provided by the magnetic diagnostic system of JET as well as plasma current and
shape. Electromagnetic analysis showed that the axisymmetric model of the iron is satisfactory.
The plasma response model was then assessed on a set of JET pulses (fig. 1.30), by comparing
the simulated open loop response of the magnetic measurements and the plasma shape with the
experimental measurements. The JET model provided a reliable base for design and assessment
of the XSC.

2. Extreme shape controller design. The CREATE team proposed a new approach to the JET
plasma-shape control [1.22], in which all eight available coil currents are used to control, at best,
the overall plasma shape within the current limits imposed by the power supply. The plasma shape
is defined in terms of 36 geometrical descriptors: 28 gaps all around the vacuum vessel and 8
additional geometrical descriptors for the X-point, the strike points and the plasma current
centroid. The proposed controller allows direct control of some physical parameters, such as
pseudo-elongation or triangularity. The performance of the new shape controller was extensively
tested in simulations using the JET CREATE-L model.

[1.20] F. Crisanti et al., Fusion Eng. Des. 66-68, 803 (2003)

[1.21] R. Albanese et al., Fusion Eng. Des. 66-68, 715 (2003)

[1.22] G. Ambrosino et al., Fusion Eng. Des. 66-68, 797 (2003)
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3. Extreme shape controller implementation and experimental testing. After implementation of
the XSC on JET hardware and a preliminary activity to debug the code, a number of discharges
was carried out to assess the performance of the XSC in two different situations: i) plasma
shape kept as close as possible to a reference shape in the presence of variations in poloidal beta
(occurring during the heating phases) and/or variations in li and Ip; ii) transition driven from a
non-extreme diverted equilibrium to an extreme equilibrium, e.g., with high triangularity. The
satisfactory experimental results, in good agreement with the simulation predictions, showed
that the XSC is an effective answer to the requirements of the physicists interested in
obtaining and maintaining highly shaped plasmas.
Real-time control. A new software tool, Real Time Matlab eXecutor (RTMX), based on Simulink
and Real Time Workshop modules, has been implemented at JET. RTMX allows one to obtain
real–time control algorithms easily and automatically starting from complex but user-friendly
Simulink control schemes where matrix computations and multiple-in multiple-out (MIMO) can be
normally used. The code generated by RTMX is directly pluggable into the JET real-time system
because it interfaces the real-time data network. Moreover, as it runs on a dedicated PC, the
real-time-control workload is reduced. The executable code from RTMX has been tested in
passive mode, but further checks are needed before releasing the new software tool.

During the last JET campaign (C14) a real-time system was developed to calculate electron
density and safety factor spatial profiles directly from line-integrated density and calibrated
Faraday angle measurements. Current density, electron temperature and density profiles are
now available in real time, using magnetic, interfero-polarimeter and electron-cyclotron-emission
data and thus allowing feedback control of these profiles with the heating and current drive
actuators available at JET.

1.5 Plasma Theory
1.5.1 Introduction

The first principle-based theory of spontaneous excitation of zonal flows by ion-temperature
gradient (ITG) turbulence in non-uniform toroidal plasmas has been fully developed in
collaboration with the University of California at Irvine and the Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory. This approach is based on the assumption that the coherent interaction of
micro-turbulence and zonal flows (ZFs) is the dominant non-linear dynamics, which determines
the nonlinear behaviour of the system on the shortest non-linear time-scale. Within the same
theoretical formalism, it is possible to derive a simple paradigm for the analysis of
spatio-temporal chaos in the nonlinear ITG-ZF system.
Analysis and modelling of LHW propagation in toroidal plasmas has been the leading theoretical
activity in connection with experimental campaigns both on FTU and JET. Further developments
of both analytic and numerical investigation tools in this area are discussed. Investigations of
the ICRH scenarios foreseen on FTU are also reported.

The hybrid MHD gyrokinetic code (HMGC) has been used to investigate the transition from weak
to strong energetic particle (fusion product) transport in burning plasmas. In this respect, the
consistency issue of the reference scenarios analysed can be addressed. In fact, energy and
momentum fluxes due to collective fast-ion losses may lead to significant wall loading and damage
of plasma-facing materials. This issue is particularly relevant in the presence of EPM excitation
because of the convective nature of transport in this case. The improvements in the HMGC code
in terms of both performance and modelling capabilities are described.
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1.5.2 Turbulence spreading in toroidal systems

The observed linear scaling of turbulent fluxes with turbulence intensity in numerical simulations
[1.23, 1.24] motivates the construction of the nonlinear paradigm for the drift-wave (DW) and
ZF interplay analysed in this work [1.25, 1.26]. The starting point is the coherent four-wave
DW-ZF modulation interaction model of Chen, Lin and White [1.25]. As in [1.25], electrostatic
fluctuations are assumed for the sake of simplicity, but the approach is readily extended to
electromagnetic fluctuations [1.26]. In the present nonlinear paradigm for DW-ZF interplay,
transport is always a local process determining turbulent fluxes, given the local level of the
ambient turbulence. In turn, turbulence intensity is determined by global plasma properties, such
as equilibrium profiles and linear and nonlinear radial wave dispersive properties [1.27]. As a
result, turbulent transport may acquire a non-local character [1.28-1.30], despite the fact that
it is truly a local nonlinear dynamics phenomenon.
In the local limit, i.e., neglecting equilibrium profile variations, the coherent four-wave DW-ZF
modulation interaction model has successfully demonstrated spontaneous generation of ZFs and
non-linear DW-ZF dynamics in toroidal plasmas in the case of ITG driven turbulence [1.25].

The previous analyses have been extended to allow both (slow) temporal and spatial variations of
the DW/ITG radial envelope; thus, it naturally incorporates the effects of equilibrium
variations, i.e., turbulence spreading [1.31, 1.32] and size-dependence of the saturated wave
intensities and transport coefficients [1.25]. In the linear limit, the approach can be
straightforwardly cast in the form of a two-dimensional eigenvalue problem for DW stability
analyses [1.33-1.35]. Thus, it includes non-local linear effects such as dependencies of mode
growth rates, etc., on profile variations and formation of elongated radial structures, including
streamers [1.36]. The initial value problem, meanwhile, shows that the propagation of the DW
radial envelope (DW intensity) is uniquely due to toroidal couplings among the poloidal harmonics,
each localised about its mode rational surface (k||=0) by the finite magnetic shear.
This approach can be viewed as an extension of the well-known linear ballooning-mode formalism
into the weakly non-linear regime. In fact, it makes it possible to treat equilibrium profile
variations and non-linear interactions on the same footing, assuming that coupling between

[1.23] Z. Lin et al., Science 281, 1835 (1998)

[1.24] Z. Lin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 83, 3645 (1999)

[1.25] L. Chen, Z. Lin, R. White, Phys. Plasmas 7, 3129 (2000)

[1.26] L. Chen et al., Nucl. Fusion 41, 747 (2001)

[1.27] L. Chen, R. White, F. Zonca, Zonal flow dynamics and size-scaling of anomalous transport, to be published in
Phys. Rev. Lett.
[1.28] S. E. Parker et al., Phys. Plasmas. 3, 1959 (1996)

[1.29] X. Garbet et al., Nucl. Fusion 34, 963 (1994)

[1.30] R. E. Waltz, J. M. Candy, M. N. Rosenbluth, Phys. Plasmas 9, 1938 (2002)

[1.31] Z. Lin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 195004 (2002)

[1.32] T. Hahm et al., Turbulence spreading into linearly stable zone and transport scaling, to appear in Plasma Phys.
Control. Fusion
[1.33] F. Romanelli, F. Zonca, Phys. Fluids B 5, 4081 (1993)

[1.34] F. Zonca, L. Chen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 68, 592 (1992)
[1.35] F. Zonca, L. Chen, Phys. Fluids B 5, 3668 (1993)

[1.36] S. Cowley, R. Kulsrud, R. Sudan, Phys. Fluids B 3, 2767 (1991)
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Thus, radial propagation of turbulence into regions of
||
significantly different linear stability properties (fig.
1.31) is a crucial ingredient for explaining turbulent transport dependence on the system size
[1.24-1.29, 1.34], which, in the present model, can be reduced to the dependence of the turbulent
intensity on the dimensionless length L=ndq/dr(γδ/ω)1/2 Lp, Lp being the equilibrium gradient
scale length and γδ the DW damping rate at x=(r-rk =0)(L/Lp)=∞ (fig. 1.32).
||

[1.37] E.-J. Kim et al., Nucl. Fusion 43, 961 (2003)
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1.5.3 Coherence, turbulence and chaos in nonlinear ITG–zonal flow interplay

Size scaling of anomalous transport due to long wavelength electrostatic drift waves is not the
only interesting aspect of the paradigm discussed above [1.27]. Transition to chaos was
demonstrated in the L→∞ limit of this model [1.25]. There, it was shown that the coherent fourwave DW-ZF modulation interaction model is formally equivalent to the logistic map. Thus, the
system exhibits an infinite set of period doubling bifurcations, and the set of stable periodpoints is an attracting Cantor set (nowhere dense) as n→∞. As expected, the L→∞ limit studied
in [1.25] shows the existence of a fixed point as well as limit cycle attractors, depending on the
parameters, while transition to chaos sets in after the first few low order period doubling
bifurcations.

In the present case, spatial non-uniformity offers a new control parameter for the dynamic
behaviour of the nonlinear system. This parameter is the maximum order of linearly excited
radial modes, which scales as ≈(γL,k =0/γδ)L [1.27]. In spite of the intrinsic spatial coherence of
||
the four-wave modulation interaction model, the growing number of radial modes with
(γL,k =0/γδ)L will eventually determine transition to temporal chaos because of the increasing
||
complexity in the dynamic system.

In other words, an elementary understanding of chaos in the spatio-temporal system of this
paradigm model can be obtained by decomposing DW, ZF and sideband fields on a set of basis
functions, such as Hermite polynomials. Then, the number of basis functions used for the
description of the dynamic system may be chosen according to the maximum order of linearly
excited radial modes, i.e., ≈(γL,k =0/γδ)L, reducing thus the spatio-temporal problem to that of a
||
higher dimensionality system of ordinary differential equations. Although this may seem
somewhat artificial in the L→∞, for which [1.25] already provided the answer, the fact that the
maximum order of linearly excited radial modes decreases with system size suggests a simple
argument why, starting from a chaotic system at large L, one should expect more regular
dynamic behaviour for smaller system size. More specifically, it is known from [1.25] that chaotic
behaviour in the L→∞ limit is due to an infinite set of period doubling bifurcations. Thus, it is
reasonable to expect that, for sufficiently small L, the system behaviour should exhibit a limit
cycle attractor and, eventually, a fixed point. This behaviour is clearly shown in figure 1.33,
where Pr(z) vs. Zr(z) phase plots are displayed using time as a parameter and for fixed radial
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Fig. 1.33 - Phase plots of Pr(z) vs. Zr(z). The growth rate (γL,k =0/γδ)=0.1 is fixed. Two cases are shown:
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L=50 (left) and L=400 (right). Phase trajectories are parameterised by γδt and fields are given at
fixed radial position x=0
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position x=0. Here, for fixed (γL,k =0/γδ)=0.1, the system goes from limit-cycle coherent
||
behaviour for L=50 to a chaotic response in the L=400 case, confirming the expectation that
there is a transition to chaos in the dynamic behaviour as a function of L.

1.5.4 Analysis and modelling of LHW propagation in toroidal plasmas

Ray-tracing quasi-linear modelling of LHW propagation and absorption in toroidal plasmas was
successful in describing the experimental activity on JET in the strong internal transport
barrier regime, and in FTU (PAM and FEB camera), by including in the analysis the spectral
broadening induced by LHW parametric instability at the plasma edge [1.38]. At the same time
an analysis of the full LHW equation in the electrostatic approximation and in a general magnetic
equilibrium, which is going beyond the usual Wenzel, Kramer, Brillouin (WKB) approximation
(ray–tracing equations), was performed by means of a multiple spatial scale approach based on
the Poisson summation formula [1.39]. In applying this formalism, the starting equation for the
scalar potential in the cold plasma limit reduces to two nested 1-D equations: the first governs
the wave structure along the magnetic field lines, while the second describes the slow radial
dependence of the wave envelope, for which the usual WKB asymptotic technique is applied. This
mixed WKB-full-wave approach can be entirely justified on the basis of spatial scale separation
in the radial direction, and for waves that have parallel group velocity faster than in the
perpendicular direction (e.g., the LHW). The numerical solution of the full 2-D wave equation in
a pseudo-toroidal coordinate system was also studied, in comparison with the ray-tracing
modelling and the analytical approach explained above. To solve the equation, a spectral approach
is used, based on Fourier analysis of the scalar potential in the periodic variables q and j. The
starting partial differential equation for the potential is replaced by a system of coupled
ordinary differential equations along r, which can be numerically solved by standard methods.
The complete solution can be finally obtained with the use of numerical methods based on fast
Fourier transform. Well-known characteristic behaviours of LHW propagation, such as
resonance cones of a Gaussian beam in a cold plasma, etc., are studied as benchmarks of the
numerical solution.

1.5.5 Modelling of the ICRH experiment on FTU

An ITB regime can be obtained on FTU in both the current-plateau and/or the ramp-up phase
by injecting simultaneously LH (up to 1.9 MW) and ECRH (up to 0.8 MW), in the presence of
partial LHCD. Energy can then be directly transferred to the plasma ions by locating the second
harmonic of the ICRH system in the plasma centre, in the presence of the first harmonic of the
hydrogen minority (degenerate case) or 3He minority (isolated case).

A full wave code was used to study and assess the physics of ICRH wave interaction with the
FTU plasma in typical ITB shots. The code first of all calculates the amount of power coupled to
the plasma irradiated by a single-trap antenna located in one of the FTU ports and then
evaluates the power deposition profiles on majority ions, minority ions and electrons. The tools
used for this task were the numerical codes FELICE (when considering a slab geometry) and
TORIC (when considering a real 2-D tokamak equilibrium). The modelling was done for ITB-like
shots. The results obtained (TORIC) can be summarised as follows: An important fraction of the
power (around 72%) is deposited on the minority ions (hydrogen 5%), 6% on the majority ions
(deuterium) and the remaining power goes to the electrons (22%) essentially after mode
[1.38] R. Cesario et al., Modelling of lower hybrid current drive by including spectral broadening induced by
parametric instability in tokamak plasmas, to appear in Phys. Rev. Lett.

[1.39] A. Cardinali, F. Zonca, Phys. Plasmas 10, 4199 (2003)
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conversion on the IBW branch. The power deposition is substantially localised near the harmonic
resonant layer (close to the plasma centre); also the electrons are heated in the central part of
the plasma and a small fraction of current drive is generated via transient time magnetic
pumping.

1.5.6 Consistency of proposed burning plasma scenarios with alpha-particle
transport induced by Alfvén instabilities

In burning plasmas, energetic ions (e.g., alpha-particles) are expected to transfer their energy
via Coulomb collisions to the thermal plasma, thus providing a nuclear self-heating mechanism and
a route to ignition. It is well known that, due to their super-Alfvén speed, they can resonate with
and possibly destabilise shear Alfvén modes. Energetic ion transport and confinement properties
can in turn be affected by nonlinear interaction with the Alfvén modes themselves. Evidence of
rapid transient transport of energetic ions related to fluctuations in the Alfvén mode frequency
range has been observed in current experiments heated by different auxiliary power systems.
Meanwhile, particle-simulation studies have shown [1.40-1.43] that energetic-ion redistribution
can take place because of fast-growing EPMs [1.44].
On the other hand, the operation scenarios for next-step proposed burning-plasma experiments
(ITER, IGNITOR and FIRE) are usually obtained from equilibrium and transport codes which do
not include the physics required to describe shear Alfvén modes: the possibility that these are
excited and, eventually, produce macroscopic transport of the energetic particles themselves is
neglected. Thus, the burning-plasma scenarios envisaged may have consistency problems,
particularly with reference to the alpha-particle radial profile and, therefore, to the fusion
power density. The stability of various equilibria with respect to shear Alfvén waves has been
investigated by means of the hybrid MHD-gyrokinetic code (HMGC) [1.40, 1.45, 1.46]. This
simulation approach allows the study of the nonlinear evolution of unstable modes. Scenarios can
be considered consistent with such nonlinear dynamics if energetic-particle pressure profiles in
the presence of fully saturated modes are very close to the initial ones. On the contrary, strong
differences between the profiles with and without shear Alfvén mode dynamics would prove the
inconsistency of the corresponding scenario; these cases would then require more detailed
analysis to predict reference equilibrium profiles.

Two cases are considered for ITER, as well as for IGNITOR: a monotonic-q and a reversedshear (RS) scenario. Only a monotonic-q case is instead examined for FIRE since, at present, no
RS scenario is available for this machine. Simulation results show that IGNITOR and FIRE
scenarios are well behaved, because they operate at very low βH values (with βH being the ratio
between alpha-particle and magnetic pressures) and well below the threshold for resonant EPM
excitation. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the monotonic-q ITER scenario although, in this
[1.40] S. Briguglio, F. Zonca, G. Vlad, Phys. Plasmas 5, 3287 (1998)
[1.41] S. Briguglio et al., Phys. Lett. A 302, 308 (2002)

[1.42] G. Vlad et al., Nonlinear dynamics of shear Alfvén modes and energetic ion confinement in optimized shear
tokamak equilibria, Proc. 29th EPS Conf. on Plasma Physics and Control. Fusion (Montreaux 2002) ECA 26B, P-4.088
(2002)
[1.43] F. Zonca et al., Phys. Plasmas 9, 4939 (2002)
[1.44] L. Chen, Phys. Plasmas 1, 1519 (1994)

[1.45] G. Vlad et al., Phys. Plasmas 2, 418 (1995)

[1.46] S. Briguglio et al., Phys. Plasmas 2, 3711 (1995)
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Fig. 1.34 - Energetic particle pressure profile for the RS ITER reference
and flatten the corequilibrium: just before saturation of the energetic particle driven mode (left),
responding βH profile
after the rapid avalanche phase (centre) and during the diffusive phase (right); here
(fig. 1.34). The phenoa simulation is shown for the most unstable case, with toroidal mode number n=2
menology of nonlinear
wave-particle dynamics
for the RS ITER scenario, as observed in the simulations, is the following: After the lineargrowth phase, the mode saturates because of relevant radial displacement of the energeticparticle source (avalanche phase) [1.41,1.42,1.47]. Significant diffusion of energetic particles
continues during the whole subsequent saturated field-amplitude phase because of energeticparticle scattering in the saturated electromagnetic fields (diffusive phase).

1.5.7 Parallelisation strategies for PIC codes

In order to get the required level of accuracy in describing Alfvén mode dynamics, simulations
have to be performed with a high resolution level, both in configuration and in velocity space.
This means using a very large number of simulation particles and implementing efficient
parallelisation techniques, applicable to HMGC and, more generally, to the particle-in-cell (PIC)
class of codes.
The PIC simulation (widely used both in plasma physics research and in astrophysics, accelerator
beam physics, etc.) consists in evolving the phase-space coordinates of a particle population in
certain fields computed, in terms of particle contributions, only at the points of a discrete
spatial grid and then interpolated at each particle (continuous) position. Two parallelisation
strategies have been devised for this application class: the domain decomposition strategy and
the particle decomposition approach. Domain decomposition consists in assigning different
portions of the physical domain and the corresponding portions of the grid to different
processes, along with the particles that reside on them. Particle decomposition, instead,
statically distributes the particle population among the processes, while assigning the whole
domain (and the grid) to each process. As a general fact, particle decomposition is very efficient
and yields perfect load balancing, but at the cost of memory overheads. Conversely, domain
decomposition does not require memory overheads, while presenting particle migration between
different portions of the domain, which causes communication overheads and the need for
dynamic load balancing. When porting a PIC code on hierarchical distributed-shared memory
systems (such as clusters of symmetric multi-processors), each strategy can be extended to
both the distributed and the shared-memory level, thus emphasising the specific features of

[1.47] G. Vlad et al., Consistency of proposed burning plasma scenarios with alpha particle transport induced by
Alfvénic instabilities, to appear in Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion
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that strategy. But it is also possible to integrate the two strategies in a hierarchical way, in
order to get a suitable balance between merits and defects.
Parallel versions of HMGC, corresponding to all the different strategy combinations, have been
implemented in the high-level-language MPI+OpenMP framework. Particular attention was
devoted to the domain-particle and domain-domain decomposition strategies, which are
characterised by an intrinsic scalability of the maximum domain size that can be simulated with
the number of computational nodes. A suitable dynamic workload balancing technique was
devised, which successfully reduces the trade-off between efficiency and memory-saving
purposes for such strategies.

1.6 PROTO-SPHERA

The most significant suggestion made by the Panel of the PROTO-SPHERA Workshop (Frascati,
March 2002) was:
“The panel considers that the PROTO-PINCH electrode experiments provide a sufficient
technical basis for designing the electrodes themselves in PROTO-SPHERA, but are not yet
adequate for reliable multi-electrode operation. Uniform current sharing among a large number
of cathodes has not been proven in PROTO-PINCH (at the 1% level of the full implementation).
The proponents should be aware of the possibility of cathode current channelling and guide field
instabilities that would benefit from further testing using multiple cathodes and mushroomshaped guide fields”.

2.5 m

In order to clarify this point, the MULTI-PINCH test bench will be built as a preliminary to
PROTO-SPHERA. The test bench will produce a stabilised screw-pinch with the same linear
dimensions as the PROTO-SPHERA pinch, but with reduced electrodes and poloidal-field coil
(PFC) currents. The main task of
the MULTI-PINCH experiment will
be to explore the breakdown
conditions and pinch stability of
a)
b)
PROTO-SPHERA before formation
of the spherical torus.

2m

Fig. 1.35 – MULTI-PINCH test bench plasma (pink) and part
of the load assembly: a) Inside the START vacuum vessel;
b) Phase-I plasma, PFCs and electrodes

The vacuum vessel of the START
experiment at the Euratom-UKAEA
Association (Culham) is going to be
transferred to Frascati and used
for the MULTI-PINCH (fig. 1.35) in
the framework of a collaboration
with UKAEA, which will entail
ENEA’s participation in the MAST
experiment. The MULTI-PINCH
test bench will have a limited
number of cathode coils (18 vs.
378), but each one will be of
nominal size and will be capable of
delivering the PROTO-SPHERA
design current (150 A). The coaxial
conductor system will be the same
as the system foreseen for
PROTO-SPHERA. The cathode
structure will be designed as for
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PROTO-SPHERA, but since it hosts only 18 molybdenum
cathode modules, it will not require any massive heat
shields. A total limited current (2.7 kA vs. 60 kA) will be
driven between the electrodes, simplifying the power
supply. A simplified PIC system will be built: with
constant current, fed by 600 A - 120 V, with an
electrical power reduced by an order of magnitude with
respect to the PROTO-SPHERA requirement of 1.9 kA 350 V; it will not require water cooling. The PIC
sustaining columns will consist of three sections at
different voltages: top at anode potential, middle at
floating potential, bottom at cathode potential – ground.
The first phase of the experiment will have a single
provisional anode (not mushroom shaped, see fig. 1.35).
The first phase of the MULTI-PINCH experiment will
investigate the uniformity of emission from multiple
cathodes in the presence of a mushroom-shaped cathode
guide field, without the occurrence of anode arc
anchoring.

In the second phase, the full PROTO-SPHERA anode will
be built with Cu-W protected holes and a toroidal
reservoir gas feeding system (fig. 1.36). At this point
Fig. 1.36 – Phase II of the MULTIalso the anode plasma will be mushroom-shaped. In this
PINCH test bench: plasma (pink),
phase, MULTI-PINCH will investigate the breakdown
electrodes and coaxial conductor
between two annular electrodes with mushroom-shaped
system
guiding fields and the occurrence of anode arc anchoring.
Sufficient space is available near the electrodes should
additional tools (such as rotating magnetic fields) be installed in the vacuum vessel to overcome
guide-field instabilities and difficulties with current channelling.
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2. IGNITOR Programme
2.1 Introduction

IM

During 2003 relevant progress was achieved in revising the machine design. The operating
scenarios to approach ignition were optimised and the central transformer design notably
improved by making wide use of grading (reduction of the density current in the coils by
increasing the copper thickness in the most loaded areas), which allowed a more realistic
evaluation of the demand on the power supply system. This system was then fully revised and,
thanks to the previous optimisation and the introduction of new technologies and components,
the system costs were sensibly reduced, to the benefit of the costs of the whole plant. Following
more intense studies of plasma disruption events, based also on the latest experimental data,
the plasma chamber and first wall were redesigned, with
1
a consequent improvement in machine reliability. The cost
Q >10
evaluation was updated for the new plant configuration
and validated by an independent estimation carried out by
0.8
a system industry. ENEA then prepared a business plan
for IGNITOR, including all the scientific considerations,
0.6
IM-1
funds and resources necessary for the plant construction,
IM-2
as specifically requested by the Italian Ministry for
IM-3
Productive Activities.
0.4
IM-4

2.2 IGNITOR Physics
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Fig. 2.1 - Time evolution of the ignition margin
(IM≡Pα/PLoss) in a 13–T, 11 MA discharge with separate
injection of tritium and an additional ICRH heating
pulse [2.3], simulated by the JETTO code
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The approach to ignition in IGNITOR was extensively
simulated [2.1,2.2] by means of 1–D transport codes.
Recent simulations [2.3] performed with the JETTO code
have explored the possibility of keeping the
thermonuclear instability under control by means of
appropriate timing of the tritium pulse in combination with
a rf pulse (fig. 2.1). These evaluations are based on a
Bohm-gyroBohm formulation [2.4] for the electron
thermal transport, with specific coefficients calibrated
so as to have the energy confinement time around the
value predicted by the ITER97-L mode scaling [2.5].

0

P(MW)

The aim of the IGNITOR experiment is to achieve ignition
conditions in magnetically confined deuterium-tritium
plasmas. The design strategy adopted involves the use of
extended limiter configurations with high magnetic fields
in order to reach ignition at low temperature, high density
and low beta and to explore thermonuclear instability
[2.1], which is the fundamental feature differentiating
IGNITOR from the other burning-plasma experiments
currently proposed.

0.2
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The rf heating compensates for a poorer fuel mixture and, as a result, steady-state conditions
of a burning, sawtoothing plasma can be maintained over the current flat–top with values of the
ignition margin IM ≡ Pa /PL ≅ 2/3 , corresponding to a fusion gain Q ≡ Pfus/Pin ≅ 10 .

In order to take advantage of H-mode confinement, the possibility of operating IGNITOR at
reduced parameters (Ip≅9 MA, a=0.44 m) in a double null configuration with the X-points lying
on the first wall was examined. A zero-dimensional analysis based on the global plasma power
balance equation showed that, for moderately peaked plasma pressure profiles, operation at
Q=10 is possible at densities of about half the reference ones. By increasing the density,
operation at higher values of Q is also possible, but the amount of generated alpha power in this
case may become a concern.

Both high and low magnetic field experiments have shown that low thermal diffusivities can be
produced in the central part of the plasma column as a result of peaked density profiles, such
as those resulting from pellet injection. The recent results of FTU experiments were carefully
analysed to enable the development of appropriate scaling for the IGNITOR design [2.6]. As
observed in other high-field experiments, the energy confinement time τE increases with density
up to a saturation value corresponding to those of the so-called L-mode regime when the density
profiles are relatively flat. To ensure efficient refuelling and provide density profile control, a
pellet injector has always been considered an integral part of the IGNITOR machine design. The
compact size of the machine makes injection from the inner wall impractical and it is not clear
whether vertical injection close to the magnetic axis will be beneficial, although the port
configuration would allow it. A programme was set up under a joint collaboration between the
Pellet Injector Group of Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA and ENEA to design, manufacture
and test a prototype high-speed (≤ 4 km/s) pellet injector. The pellet speed will be sufficient to
reach the core of the plasma column during the initial phase of the current rise, when profile
control is more important. At a later time, it can be used to tailor the fuel composition and act
as a fast burn control system.
The layout of fundamental diagnostics on the machine has been defined according to the remote
handling and ICRH system requirements. A R&D programme to manufacture and test the coils to
be used for the magnetic measurements has been initiated.
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The reference operational scenario with a maximum plasma
current of 11 MA (fig. 2.2) was investigated and the
following design modifications carried out:
1) vacuum vessel
(26/36/52 mm);

with
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thickness

2) new grading of coils P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 to achieve
lower temperature at end of pulse;
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2.3 Engineering of the Machine
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Fig. 2.2 - Current evolution in the IGNITOR
poloidal coils for the reference scenario with a
maximum plasma current of 11 MA
[2.6] D. Frigione et al., Nucl. Fusion 41, 1613 (2001)

3) new size and grading of coils P6, P8, P9 to optimise the
power supply and reliability (avoiding Glidcop);
4) new toroidal magnet current profile to reduce power
supply requirements.

In view of the modifications adopted, further analyses
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a) the growth time of vertical
instability is increased from 9 ms in
the reference case to 23 ms and
16 ms for cases b) and c)
respectively;

0
0

d) the halo currents are reduced in
both the cases with increased
conductivity.

The first wall tiles are made of
TZM (molybdenum) mounted on
Inconel 625 tile carriers, each of
which fastened onto the PC wall by
four studs. The square backplate is
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b) for the reference case, in b) the
vertical force is reduced by about
20% (fig. 2.5);
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c) increasing the conductivity at
the vessel outboard (case c),
notwithstanding a benefit of about
15 % in the halo current
contribution to the force, produces
a slight increase in the total
vertical force (fig. 2.5);
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The study on mitigating the em
loads due to plasma disruptions
considered
placing
highconductivity toroidal layers on the
PC wall. The results obtained for
the three different cases shown in
figure 2.4 and illustrated in 2.5
show that:
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The uniform 26-mm wall thickness
(as envisaged in the previous
design) did not meet the new
requirements in terms of the
allowable stress and deformation
recently calculated. Nonlinear
transient analysis with the Abaqus
code indicated as reference
solution
a
distribution
of
26/36/52 mm for the plasmachamber (PC) wall thickness
(fig. 2.3).
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were performed with the use of the
MAXFEA MHD code. The results
show that the plasma edge safety
factor is now maintained above 3.6,
hence limiting the risk of low-q
disruption events.
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engaged in a pocket, which prevents any rotation of the tile. To meet the remote handling
requirements, the tile carrier assemblies can be removed even if the studs seize.

IGNITOR requires very large electrical-power pulses to feed the toroidal and poloidal coil
systems. To reduce the electric power, the toroidal field coil (TFC) current profile has been
modified to smooth the pulse ramp-up phase by shortening the current step by 0.5 s and
inserting resistors at the end of the flat-top (during the ramp down) to limit the TFC ground
voltage. At end of pulse the increase in temperature, evaluated with the diffusion code FORTE,
was T=237°C instead of T=239.6°C (old scenario).
The magnet relies upon an optimised combination of “wedging” and “bucking” between the TFCs
and the central solenoid (CS). Because of the shortened current step, the stronger magnetic
toroidal field induces higher mechanical stresses in the CS, which are still within those allowable.

The whole machine is cooled down to 30 K. The cryogenic plant design by Linde Kryotechnik AG
complies with the following requirements:
• first cool-down from ambient temperature;

• re-cooling to the initial temperatures after a current pulse (or after PC baking);
• warm-up to ambient temperature.

D=3.5m

H=6m

The helium gas process flow-diagram is split into three refrigeration loops for the TFC, PC and
PFC. Helium pre-cooling to 80 K is provided by separate heat exchangers. The returning cold lowpressure helium flow, supported by evaporated liquid nitrogen (LN2) and warmed-up nitrogen gas,
supplies the necessary refrigeration. After cooling down the plasma-chamber, the helium flow
exits from it at a lower
pressure, which however
is still sufficient for reuse in the plasmachamber circuit. The TFC
loop is just high-pressure
gas from the compressor
system.

L=12m
Fig. 2.6 - Cold-box layout

The process control loops
give
the
necessary
operational flexibility.
The
layout
of
the
equipment included in the
cold-box
(L=12
m;
D=3.5 m; H=6 m; W=60 t)
is specified in figure 2.6.

IGNITOR is designed to be fed by a 400-kV grid though a system of several 12-pulse
sequentially controlled bidirectional thyristor power amplifiers with a total installed power of
about 2600 MW. The maximum instantaneous power taken from the grid is about 700 MVA,
including 480-MVA reactive power compensation. This represents a 30% reduction compared to
the previous value and was obtained by means of specifically designed amplifier schemes and by
an iterative process to optimise both the toroidal and the poloidal currents scenarios.
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3. Technology Programme

3.1 Introduction
The technology activities carried out by the Euratom-ENEA Association in the framework of the
European Fusion Development Agreement (EFDA) concern the Next Step (ITER project), the
Long–Term Programme (breeder blanket, materials, IFMIF), Power Plant Conceptual Studies and
Socio-Economic Studies. The Underlying Technology Programme was set up to complement the
fusion activities as well as to develop technologies with a wider range of interest.
In 2003 the Technology Programme mainly involved staff from the Frascati laboratories of the
Fusion Technical and Scientific Unit and from the Brasimone laboratories of the Advanced
Physics Technologies Unit. Other ENEA units also provided valuable contributions to the
programme. ENEA was strongly involved in component development/testing and in design and
safety activities for the European Fusion Technology Programme. As the work covers a large
range of topics that differ considerably from each other because they concern the development
of very complex systems requiring widely differing expertise, the reader may get the impression
that the activities documented in this report are not correlated. However, it is important to note
that a very high level of integration does exist and that one of the main objectives of ENEA’s
technology development is to maintain strong coordination between the different activities in
order to enhance the capability to cover the fusion system as a whole. Among the testing
activities, the most significant concerned the model coil of the ITER superconducting magnet
system and the ITER primary beryllium-coated first wall. In the field of high heat flux
components, the hot radial pressing technique was further improved by simplifying the
pressurisation cycle. Some results of the technological activities led to two patents being
granted: one, in the field of materials, for a new helium-tight ceramic composite (SiCf/SiC) tube;
the other, in the area of membrane technologies, for a new method of measuring container
volumes. Many design activities involving neutron, electromagnetic and thermal-mechanical
computations were performed for JET and ITER. Finally, ENEA contributed significantly to the
studies on the European site for ITER, safety and environment, the Power Plant Conceptual
Design and socio-economics. In particular, dust transport during accidental events was
experimentally investigated.
The most relevant activities and the main results are documented in the following sections.

3.2 First Wall, Divertor, Vacuum Vessel and Shield
3.2.1 Manufacturing of small-scale W monoblock mockups by hot radial pressing
Following the satisfactory results of the thermal fatigue tests on the small-scale tungsten
monoblock mockup (1000 cycles at 18 MW/m2 without any damage to the joining), the activity
was focussed on designing a new, re-usable canister and appropriate clamping for fabricating
mockups with carbon fibre composite (CFC) tiles (Underlying Technology and new EFDA contract
03/1054). Casting of the copper in the W tiles was optimised, and a new technique for casting
in the CFC tiles was developed.
The improvements will be implemented under the new EFDA contract to manufacture a more
prototypical component consisting of a high heat flux unit that has a straight CFC monoblock
segment and a curved W monoblock segment; the cooling tube (about 250 mm long) is in CuCrZr
and the supporting structure in steel. Some preliminary testing will be done to verify whether
the clamping can prevent breakage of the CFC tile. Finite-element calculations performed to
simulate the temperature transient and the inner tube pressure during the manufacturing
process indicate that the CFC tiles should withstand the stress involved. Further investigations
will concern application of the hot radial pressing (HRP) manufacturing technique to the curved
shape of the W segment.
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3.2.2 First wall
Thermal-fatigue experimental campaigns for ITER-EDA were
performed at ENEA Brasimone on four mockups with Be/DS-Cu
/stainless steel joints manufactured by solid hot isostatic pressing
(HIP) (EFDA contract 00/529 – task FW–MUFT) (fig. 3.1). The tests,
started at the beginning of 2003, were interrupted in April after 180
cycles at 0.5 MW/m2 because of the detachment and melting of one of
the Be tiles of the DS-6J mockup. In May, the EDA-BETA vacuum
chamber was re-cleaned and reconditioned preparatory to a third test
campaign. In June all the EDA mockups were sent to Framatome for
further ultrasonic control on the Be/Cu alloy joints. After re-assembly,
the EDA III was started again at the end of 2003 and should be
concluded by mid-2004.

Fig. 3.1 – Thermal-fatigue testing of
primary first-wall mockups

Two primary first-wall mockups have been assembled on a special frame
to be housed in the THESIS vacuum chamber for the first thermalfatigue test campaign: FRAMATOME P-DS-04B, CEA P–PH/S–01B
(EFDA contract 00/533). The thermal fatigue tests will start in 2004
and finish after reaching 30,000 reference fatigue cycles.

3.2.3 Revision of ITER divertor design

The original ITER divertor design required further optimisation to solve the critical issue still
remaining after the first assessment [3.1,3.2]. In fact, analyses carried out on the cassette
body (CB) and the divertor plasma-facing components (PFCs) showed substantially high stresses
due both to thermal and to fast vertical displacement event (VDE) loads, which have to be
reduced by modifying the attachment system and by reducing the electromagnetic (em) loads.
On the other hand, there was a large margin in the shielding capability as well as in the required
stiffness of the CB. A reduction in the CB thickness would allow a decrease in thermal stress.
To find the configuration that could best withstand em loads and neutron radiation, the minimum
shield thickness and thermal-mechanical characteristics of the modified attachment system
were assessed. The analysis showed that the divertor component provides sufficient shielding
capability vs. the toroidal magnet. The power density in the steel case and in the conductor is
one order of magnitude below the design limit: only 430 W for the 18 coils. The re-weldability
limit for the manifolds is also fulfilled, although only marginally for the last scheduled
replacement of the divertor PFCs. On the basis of the thermal analysis results, the divertor
design was modified to reduce the maximum temperatures in the upper attachments of the
vertical tiles (VTs). Electromagnetic analyses showed that there is a strong decrease in the em
torque on the VTs and dome if these components can be divided in two toroidal halves with an
insulated layer in between. However, to get the best compromise between reduced em loads,
manufacturing complications and VT stiffness, only the VTs should be divided in two electrically
insulated toroidal halves, with each half supported by the CB by means of two pairs of
attachments. The dome should remain unchanged (one component for each CB). Structural
analyses showed that the PFC attachments can support the em loads, although the stress is still
rather high.

[3.1] G. Mazzone et al., Final report on the revision of ITER divertor design, ENEA Internal Report FUS TN-DIMC-R-00329 (2003)
[3.2] G. Mazzone et al., Design modification of plasma facing component and cassette body for ITER divertor,
presented at the 20th Symp. on Fusion Engineering - SOFE (San Diego 2003)
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At the beginning of 2003, ENEA started theoretical analyses of the
flow distribution and pressure drop in each cooling channel of each
divertor component (EFDA contract 02-682). A preliminary theoretical
analysis of the draining procedure, with the “open loop” option, has
already been done, and the modifications for mounting and inserting the
instruments and gauges in the PFC and cassette to be tested have been
prepared. A preliminary experimental test programme (to be agreed
with EFDA) for future testing has been organised.

3.2.4 He-cooled fusion power plant divertor
In the framework of the Power Plant Study, the helium-cooled divertor
has been developed using the high-efficiency thermal shield (HETS)
Fig. 3.2 - Flow in the HETS concept
concept, which relies on an abrupt change in flow direction to increase
turbulence in the fluid (fig. 3.2) and thereby increase the heat transfer
efficiency [3.3]. The heat transfer values, calculated in collaboration with UKAEA, gave
promising values, as high as 60 kW/m2 °C. The reference parameters were mean thermal flux
of 5 MW/m2 with a peak of 10 MW/m2. In the HETS, the He pressure is 100 bar, with a
maximum velocity (at the outlet from the input channel) of about 200 m/s. This high velocity
leads to a large pressure drop, which is not easy to estimate using the literature formulas. An
experimental rig was built to get experimental evidence of the pressure drop and, therefore, of
the power required to pump the He in the divertor, using air at room temperature. Although
preliminary results were obtained, the values need validating, so further experiments with He at
high temperature and high pressure are required. At the present stage, the temperature range
considered for the HETS lies between 600 and 800°C, so the structure has to be in alloys that
are resistant to such temperatures. The present solution is to build the dome and input channel
in W or WLa alloy, the manifold and support structure in DENSIMET (W, Ni, Cu alloy), and the
armour in W. The calculations performed with an axisymmetric model indicated that the
temperatures and stresses are within the allowable limits.

3.3 Breeder Blanket and Fuel Cycle
3.3.1 Solid breeder blanket
Processing of the ceramic pebble-bed breeder. Li2TiO3 pebbles were
dissolved in a solution containing H2O2 and citric acid. Direct pebble refabrication was tried by dropping this solution in a gelling (cold acetone)
or freezing (liquid N2) medium. The results were encouraging because
the pebbles were gelled, but their sintering (at an interesting density)
was not achieved. However, drying the solution and annealing the
resulting powder at 600°C in air produced a fine white Li2TiO3 powder
(specific surface ~10 m2/g) with very good sintering properties, which
is an important requirement for obtaining very dense pebbles by
Fig. 3.3 - Image of the pebble batch
“classical” forming routes that can be conveniently scaled-up. The
agglomeration-sintering route was used to prepare a Li2TiO3 pebblebed specimen (fig. 3.3) with density and geometry according to the main requirements of the
helium-cooled pebble bed (HCPB) for the EXOTIC–8.9 experiment at the Petten high-flux

[3.3] C. Nardi et al., Evaluation of the HETS divertor thermal and fluid performance, ENEA Internal Report FUSTEC DI-MC-R-002 Rev. 1, in preparation
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reactor. The positive T release rate, as measured in situ, compared favourably with that of the
“reference” HCPB pebbles [3.4].
Fabrication and testing of test modules in HE-FUS3. At the beginning of 2003, the third
campaign (HELICHETTA III) was prepared for further testing of the Li4SiO4 and Li2TiO3
breeder pebbles, this time with toroidal-poloidal (vertical) orientation, He purge flow simulation
and rigid lateral mechanical boundary conditions (task TTBB-003). The final (electron beam)
welding of the HELICA mockup was finished at the end of 2002, and the construction and
acceptance tests were concluded at the beginning of 2003. Fabrication of the HEXCALIBER
mockup was completed at the end of 2003. Both mockups will be tested in 2004.

3.3.2 Liquid breeder blanket
Water-cooled lithium-lead blanket (WCLL). The tritium transfer kinetics, tritium diffusivity
and Sieverts’constants in Pb-17Li were measured on the SOLE apparatus, which is designed for
experiments on hydrogen/deuterium solubility in Pb-17Li in a temperature range of 400-550°C.
Further results were obtained in a pressure range between 20 and 80 mbar (task TTBA–004–D1).
The solubility is higher than expected, but this is being studied, and the final answer will require
more data.
Helium-cooled lithium-lead blanket (HCLL). In 2003 an experimental programme concerned the
characterisation of coatings acting as permeation and/or corrosion barriers (task
TTBC–003–D1). The results are disappointing, as the permeation reaction factor is lower than
the factor obtained in the past using natural oxides on different martensitic and austenitic
steels. This could be due to the high thickness of the oxide layer produced and to the fact that
oxides are concentrated on the high-energy surface sites. The experimental setup will be
modified to get in-situ oxidation in order to assess the self-healing effect. Study of the T
balance demonstrated that, in the absence of reliable tritium permeation barriers, the tritium
content in the coolant is high enough to produce severe radiological risks, also in the
turbine/condenser area (task TTBC–003–D2). The economics of the impact on the coolant
purification system was evaluated. This issue is of primary importance in the design of the HCLL
blanket modules because the tritium concentration in the helium primary coolant determines the
acceptable tritium permeation rate and, consequently, the necessity or not of having tritium
permeation barriers.
Systems for tritium recovery from Pb-17Li. A call for tender was launched for the
construction of a facility to study the tritium recovery process on a significant scale (task
TTBC–004–D1). Construction will start in April 2004 and the loop will be operative in October
2004.
Flowing Pb-17Li corrosion on EUROFER steel. The experimental campaign started in April
2003 will be concluded in February 2004 after reaching a total exposure time of 6000 h (task
TTBC–003–D3). The experimental parameters are a temperature of 550°C, liquid metal velocity
of 10mm/s and exposure times of 1500, 3000, 4500 and 6000 h. In December the specimens
were extracted after 4500 h of exposure. The results so far show a linear increase in corrosion,
with a constant corrosion rate of about 30 mm/y. The corrosion is uniform with no preferential
elemental depletion.
The design of the upgraded He-FUS3 testing facility was concluded in October 2003. The

[3.4] S. Casadio et al., Tritium release kinetics from lithium titanate pebbles as prepared by soft wet chemistry,
presented at the 11th Int. Conf. on Fusion Reactor Materials - ICFRM-11 (Kyoto 2003)
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facility will consist of a liquid metal loop, to simulate the thermofluidodynamic conditions
foreseen in the HCLL blanket concept, the He cooling circuit (HeFUS3), a gas circuit for the
injection of hydrogen/deuterium, an extractor to purge the gas from the liquid metal,
instrumentation and a complete data acquisition and control system. A call for tender for the
construction of the facility will be launched in the first half of 2004 (task TTBC–004–D3).

3.3.3 Permeator tubes
To improve the mechanical design of the PERMCAT
component (task TTFD-TR31), permeator-tube
prototypes were constructed according to the
design specifications of the Tritium Laboratory of
Karlsruhe. The rolled Pd-Ag permeator tubes were
fabricated by means of the diffusion welding
technique studied at ENEA Frascati [3.5]. The main
characteristics of the permeators are reduced
thickness, high hydrogen permeation fluxes and
good chemical and physical stability [3.6-3.9]. A
first palladium tube (10-mm diam, 150-mm long and
60-mm thick) was tested. Thermal and
hydrogenation cycles were performed in order to
study the optimum membrane tube configuration
Fig. 3.4 - Particular of the Pd-Ag tube
that permits axial elongation (due to thermal
(6–mm diam)
expansion and hydrogen loading) and avoids any
mechanical stress. A second 6-mm-diam 50-mmthick tube was produced with a stainless steel wire coil inserted in it to increase the stiffness
of the thin wall of the tube (fig. 3.4).

3.4 Magnets
3.4.1 Testing of the ITER magnets
The model coil of the ITER toroidal field magnetic coils (TFMCs) was tested in the TOSKA
facility of FZK Germany in 2001 and 2002. The mechanical stresses reached values very close
to those expected during operation of the ITER toroidal-field coils, without any training or
other problems. However, studies showed the existence of unexpected phenomena that reduce
the safety margins [3.10]. To recover the design margins, a modified conductor (task TMSTTOSKA) has been studied, and its full characterisation will be performed in 2004.

[3.5] S. Tosti et al., Method of bonding thin foils made of metal alloys selectively permeable to hydrogen,
particularly providing membrane devices, and apparatus for carrying out the same, European Patent EP 1184125 A1
(2001)
[3.6] S. Tosti et al., Pd-Ag membrane reactors for water gas shift reaction, Chem. Eng. J. 93/1, 23 (2003)
[3.7] S. Tosti et al., Characterization of thin wall Pd-Ag rolled membranes, Int. J. Hydrogen Energy 28, 105 (2003)
[3.8] S. Tosti, Supported and laminated Pd-based metallic membranes, Int. J. Hydrogen Energy 28, 1455 (2003)
[3.9] S. Tosti L. Bettinali, Diffusion bonding of Pd-Ag membranes, J. Mater. Sci., in press
[3.10] R. Zanino et al., TCS tests and performance assessment of the ITER toroidal field model coil (phase II),
presented at the 18th Int. Conf. on Magnet Technology - MT-18 (Morioka 2003)
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Analysis of the em losses validated the models used in the theoretical calculations. The usual
evolution of the coupling losses was also confirmed [3.11,3.12]. The test results were analysed
mainly by means of the Mithrandir and M&M codes developed by Turin Polytechnic, which
participated in the preparation of the campaigns and in the tests under an Association contract.
The most important results showed that the performance of the Nb3Sn conductors assessed in
the ITER model coils was reduced compared to the single-strand performance measured in the
laboratory [3.13-3.17].
A full-size cable with a NbTi-based conductor, foreseen for the ITER poloidal coils, was
manufactured by VNIIKP (RF) in 2002 and jacketed at Ansaldo in 2003. As usual, a short sample,
to be tested in the Sultan facility, has been prepared and will be tested in March/April 2004
(task TMSP-PFCIAT). An insert coil (about 56 m of conductor) for the central solenoid magnetic
coil (CSMC) 13-T facility (Naka, Japan) is being constructed by Tesla Engineering (UK). During
2003, ENEA contributed to compiling the testing program. The tests are scheduled for
January/February 2005.

3.4.2 Development of Nb3Al conductors
Nb3Al is an A15 compound which has lower sensitivity to strain than the widely utilised Nb3Sn.
A first large coil (about 90 m of full-size ITER conductor) was manufactured with this material
by JAERI in 2002 and tested in the CSMC 13-T facility of Naka. ENEA participated on site in
these tests and analysed the data related to em losses (T400-1/01). The analyses carried out
independently by JAERI and ENEA gave similar results [3.18,3.19].
Nb3Al multifilamentary superconductor was manufactured at ENEA Frascati in collaboration
with the University of Cluji, Napoca. The powder-in-tube technique and low-temperature
diffusion process used consist in producing a composite wire by inserting Nb and Al powders in
a Cu tube, restaking more filament in another Cu tube and cold drawing it to the final size. The
wire is then heat treated by diffusion reaction at temperatures between 700 and 1000°C to

[3.11] M.V. Ricci, Installation and testing of the TFMC+LCT coil in TOSKA, Final report (deliv. 2) of the EFDA Task
TW2-TMST-TOSKA (2003)
[3.12] M. Ricci et al., Modelling and measurement of electromagnetic losses in the ITER TF model coil, presented
at the 6th European Conf. on Applied Superconductivity - EUCAS (Sorrento 2003)
[3.13] R. Zanino et al., Modelling of thermal-hydraulic effects of AC losses in the central solenoid insert coil using
the M&M code, IEEE Trans. Appl. Supercond. 13, 1424 (2003)
[3.14] R. Zanino, L. Savoldi, Refrigeration of low temperature super-conducting coils for nuclear fusion, lowtemperature and cryogenic refrigeration, NATO Science Series, ISBN 1-4020-1274-8, p.451 (Ed. Kluwer,
Dordrecht, 2003)
[3.15] G. Zahn et al., Cryogenic test results of the ITER TF model coil test in TOSKA, Cryogenic Engineering
Conference (Anchorage 2003)
[3.16] R. Zanino et al., Analysis of thermal-hydraulic gravity/buoyancy effects in the testing of the ITER poloidal
fields full size joint sample (PF-FSJS), Cryogenic Engineering Conference (Anchorage 2003)
[3.17] R. Zanino et al., Thermal-hydraulic issues in the ITER toroidal field model coil (TFMC) test and analysis,
Cryogenic Engineering Conference (Anchorage 2003)
[3.18] K. Okuno et al., Test of the NbAl insert and ITER central solenoid model coil, presented at the Applied
Superconductivity Conference - ASC, (Houston 2002)
[3.19] M.V. Ricci, Final report on ENEA participation in CSMC testing, Final Report (deliv. 6) of the EFDA Task
TW0-T400-1/01 (2003)
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form Nb3Al. With this process, a copper stabilised wire can be fabricated by co-working Nb and
Al powders in a copper matrix before diffusion treatment. The results for diffusion time and
the temperature-dependence of Jc and Tc are comparable to the results obtained in other
laboratories.

3.4.3 ITER magnet-casing welding
Electron beam welding. In collaboration with Ansaldo Superconduttori and the Italian Welding
Institute, the welding limits of the materials required for the coil casing were investigated by
means of the electron beam (EB) technique. The material is a stainless steel AISI 316LN,
modified to obtain the required mechanical strength and toughness at 4°K. Since this steel has
a N content as high as 0.19%, welding by a concentrated-energy technique can cause the release
of N, present in the steel lattice, in an oversaturated form and hence gas inclusions in the weld
bath. To find the limits of the Ansaldo EB machine when used on standard materials (316L and
316H), fusion lines were manufactured in blocks of such materials at depths as high as 75 mm.
The results of this preliminary study were acceptable. Starting from January 2004, tests will
be performed on samples of the reference material [3.20,3.21].
Ultrasound inspection of austenitic-steel thick welds.
Ultrasonic phased array equipment with two array probes
(5 MHz and 2 MHz) was bought from the Canadian RDTech,
after investigating the diverse equipment available on the
market. The apparatus includes an array probe of 64
elements working at 5 MHz, suitable for small-to-medium
depths, and a 2-MHz array probe suitable for greater
depths. Many tests were successfully carried out on
stainless steel calibration blocks containing artificial
defects (task TMS-MMTFRD) (fig. 3.5). Penetration tests
were performed on a forged reference block AISI304-1. A
Fig. 3.5 - Penetration test on forged
3-mm-diam side hole at a depth of 90 mm is detectable by a
reference block AISI304-1
5-MHz phased array probe up to the third reflection. To
investigate detectability on actual parts, a Belleli mockup
containing artificial defects has been ordered and will be available by April 2004. More
interesting results can be expected on austenitic thick weld by using a new dual multi-element
probe (the TRL PA) recently developed for this purpose by RDTech, but not yet commercially
available.
Nondestructive testing of central solenoid jacket tubes. Ultrasonic and eddy current
methods, including multi-sensor/multi-channel instrumentation, ultrasonic testing (UT) phasedarray probes and multi-element eddy current testing (ET) probes, were examined to find which
is the best technique. The whole body of the jacket was inspected, but particularly the welded
junction zones. UT bore inspection was performed, starting directly with the time-of-flight
diffraction (TOFD) technique. The probe couples worked with longitudinal (axial direction) and
transversal (lying on a plane perpendicular to the axis) orientations. Several tests were carried
out with transversal orientation of the two TOFD transducers. Due to the cylindrical shape of
the inspecting surface, the sound beams are strongly distorted on the transversal plane in

[3.20] A. Lauro et al., Comments on Belleli-TWI report, ENEA Internal Report FUS-TEC MW-MC-R-505 Rev. 0
(2003)
[3.21] C. Nardi, Minutes of the meeting held 4/11/2003 at Ansaldo Superconduttori, ENEA Internal Report FUSTEC MW-MC-M-505 Rev. 0 (2003)
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Fig. 3.6 - a) VRUT-3 test-head inside the bore. b) Linear B-scan image of a 360° rotation inside JRB-1 section
A–A. c) Circumferential reconstruction of the same section

relation to the probe position. However, the
transversal configuration seems to be more promising
than the longitudinal. Interesting results were
obtained with a VRUT-3 probe set up at ENEA Frascati
(fig. 3.6). The availability of the Rohmann B-300
equipment made it possible to start bore inspection by
ET with the use of rotating devices and a multi-element
flexible array (fig. 3.7). The squared external
geometry of the jacket and the lack of continuity in
the material due to the presence of the bore make it
difficult to detect deep defects either by ET or by UT.
External inspection by UT was experimented, starting
with a prototype composed of mono-element probes. To
detect inner defects, creeping waves and TOFD are
being investigated. Testing by the phased-array
technique started recently, after delivery of the
RDTech Omniscan equipment (fig. 3.8). External ET
inspection by means of rotating devices seems more
promising than by multi-element flat arrays.
Fig. 3.7 - a) Rohmann B-300 ET multi-frequency
multi-element equipment. b) Rotating device for ET
bore inspection

Nondestructive testing of radial-plate laser welding.
Flat 316LN test pieces were initially used to
investigate the suitability of UT and ET techniques for
weld testing, but a mockup having the actual shape of
the radial plate is required to continue the work.

3.4.4 ITER pre-compression ring material

Fig. 3.8 - IRT Scan-Master equipment and TOFD
devices used for flat welded test-piece inspection

To characterise the material (unidirectional fibreglass
composite) required for the pre-compression rings in
ITER, two impregnations of the material were
produced, using an S glass as fibre, and a series of
rupture tests was performed (fig. 3.9). The tests
showed that the standard specimens had linear
behaviour up to failure and values of ultimate tensile
strength as high as 2200 MPa. However, the mode of
failure was due to the detachment from the fibreglass
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Fig. 3.9 - Failure of one sample in unidirectional fibreglass

of the tabs joined to the sample to enable it to be
gripped by the test machine. These results,
although convincing as to the material quality, are
not conclusive, as it is necessary to carry out
relaxation tests to evaluate the time-dependent
characteristics of the material. Experiments are
in progress to develop grips that do not reach
their strength limits before the material failure
[3.22].

3.4.5 The ASTEX (ex SExUP) experiment
The coil for the experiment, to be held at ENEA
in 2004, has been constructed (task 405-1/001).
The Stability Experiment Upgrade (SExUP) has
been changed to Advanced Stability Experiment
(ASTEX) (fig. 3.10) to emphasise that it is not
Fig. 3.10 - The ASTEX current leads
merely an upgrade of SExUP but is an independent
experiment to understand multifilamentary
conductor behaviour. The module was manufactured at Ansaldo CRIS Naples, and its complete
instrumentation was performed at ENEA in the last part of the 2003. Manufacture of the
innovative electrical connections, which will allow different groups of strands to be fed
separately, was started at the same time.
Installation of the 12-T cable-in-conduit background magnet was completed, and the test
campaign should start in September 2004.

3.4.6 Current distribution measurements
In view of the encouraging results of the current profile reconstruction of the TFMC busbar,
which was obtained by means of Hall probe measurements, a further experiment has been
planned in the framework of the test at FZK on high Tc TFMC current leads (contract 03/1058).

[3.22] L. Bettinali, C. Nardi, Preliminary results on reinforced epoxy-fiberglass coupons, ENEA Internal Report
FUS-TEC MW-MC-R-002 Rev. 0 (2003)
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A set of Hall probe holders has been installed on the short circuit
(busbar III) used for the current-lead test. Busbar III (fig. 3.11) is
made from the same six-petal NbTi conductor as the previous TFMC
busbar, but the reconstruction should be easier as there are no magnets
inside the cryostat, so the unique field measured by the Hall probe
system will be the Busbar III self-field. A dedicated data acquisition
system (DAS) was built to record the Hall probe voltage signals and their
conversion to field values. The relative software was developed at ENEA
by upgrading and expanding the already existing DAS used in the TFMC
phase-two test campaign. The DAS installation and testing is scheduled
for the beginning of 2004, while the dedicated measurements for
current distribution reconstruction should take place in June 2004.

3.4.7 Development and validation of design and
interpretation codes
Interfacing of the three main parts of the THELMA code, i.e., conductor
electromagnetics, joint electromagnetics and thermodynamics, was
Fig. 3.11 - Busbar III inside the
completed (TMC-CODES). The code is currently in the
Toska vessel
debugging/testing phase, which entails simulating different experiments
on NbTi cable-in-conduit conductor samples. The results of the SEx
experiment were used to get a first validation. The next step will be to simulate some of the
runs already performed on the poloidal field full-size joint sample (PF-FSJS) and some of the
forthcoming experiments on NbTi conductors (ASTEX, PFCI, PFCI-FSJS). The activity is being
carried out in collaboration with Turin Polytechnic and Bologna, Padua and Trente Universities.
Computational codes have been validated on SULTAN full-Size Nb3Sn conductor samples. The
main aim of the activity is to calculate the strain and stress state in a typical ITER-like cable
under assembly and operating conditions. The behaviour of the cable was analysed in detail,
taking into account interaction between single strands. The superconducting cable is a bundle of
over 1000 strands twisted together in a multi-stage arrangement, with twist pitches varying
from about 40 mm on the first triplet to 450 mm on the final stage. The strands are made of a
matrix of Cu and Nb3Sn filaments.

3.5 Remote Handling and Metrology
3.5.1 Divertor test platform and divertor refurbishment platform
The rescue trials with the cassette toroidal mover at the divertor test platform (DTP) were
completed in 2002. The facility has been moth balled until the next trials with the new divertor
cassette.
The main activity at the divertor refurbishment platform (DRP) was related to the procurement
of new hot-cell components, with the objectives of reproducing the latest design of the ITER
divertor cassette and of improving the hot-cell environment (task TVA/DTP). Owing to problems
with the first supplier of the cassette mockup, a new call for tender was launched, and a supplier
chosen in February 2003. The concept design was then completed, and the general assembly
drawings of the cassette and all three PFC targets were presented in June. Manufacture of the
cassette mockup was started in September 2003 and it was delivered to Brasimone in December
2003.
The new divertor cassette design differs substantially from the original and, in particular,
incorporates much tighter clearances between the various components. One effect of this is
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that the inner vertical target has to be inclined by about 7º during assembly and disassembly,
which means that the original standard crane is no longer suitable for presenting the target to
the cassette. The crane will be replaced by the new ITER- and EFDA-approved plasma-facingcomponent transporter (PFCT), for which a manufacturer has been identified. The concept
design of the controller has been completed, and a fully motorised model built. The most
demanding parts of the system are replicated, as well as much of the actual electronics to be
used in the final application. This provides an authentic environment for the software developers
to write the application before porting it onto the control system of the real PFCT.
Modifications and enhancements to the final application can also be carried out in-house quickly
and easily (task TVR-DRP). Another enhancement to the DRP hot-cell environment was the
construction of a virtual model of the main DRP subsystems (TVR-DRP–D4). After careful
consideration, it was decided to postpone the main work and get on with two associated tasks
(adaptation of the existing multilink tooling to the new divertor cassette and development of
tooling and procedures for clamping and alignment of the PFC cooling pipes), until delivery of the
new cassette mockup (TVR-DRP–D2 and 3). To enable telemanipulation on both sides of the
cassette, a moveable support frame was developed to carry two more, light manipulator arms on
the far side of the hot-cell mockup. Finally, a number of authentic radiation-hard cameras
(originally intended for the PEC reactor
at Brasimone) were installed in the hotA6
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Based on work by the Finnish Association,
a major initiative concerning ITER
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for a new facility to host the cassette
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multifunction mover (CMM), complete
ARE
with radial and toroidal rail sections,
cassette space-frame and vessel and
port-area mockups (fig. 3.12). The
requirement specifications and concept
design of the CMM control system, both
Fig. 3.12 - Cassette body with vertical targets mounted cf. a
for the CMM mockup and the final ITER
superimposed ITER drawing
application are also to be developed.
Preliminary control architecture for the
ITER remote handling equipment was devised, and the work on the specifications and designs for
the new facility is in progress. The final documents will be submitted in April 2004.
0.2
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3.5.2 Viewing and ranging system for ITER
A full-scale in-vessel viewing system prototype (to be operated at room temperature) was
successfully manufactured and tested in collaboration with the ENEA Applied Physics
Technologies Unit (for the electro-optics) (fig. 3.13a). A fully digital and programmable radar
electronics unit was specifically designed for the system, which has been proven capable of
recording real submillimetric 3-D images (image merging, target ranging and data viewing), see
fig. 3.13b. The system performance on phase shift measurements (0.02° at 25 kHz; 0.029° at
100 kHz; 0.113° at 100 kHz, with input signal attenuation up to -60 dB) is substantially better
than that of available state-of-the-art instrumentation.
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a)

b)

Fig. 3.13 - a) ITER IVVS prototype, b) ITER IVVS: example of a real 3-D image

3.5.3 FTU remote handling
The new robotic boom (the FARM) for accelerating FTU
maintenance operations and facilitating diagnostic disassembly
has now reached its final configuration of ten segments
(fig. 3.14). At its maximum extension (ten segments), the systems
allows a survey of the first wall from only one equatorial port. In
the short configuration (four segments), the boom can support
the first-wall grasping end-effector. The first test campaigns to
evaluate load capability and positional accuracy have been
performed.

3.5.4 Actuator systems and metrology
With regard to the ICRH capacitor actuators to be designed
(fig. 3.15) under a JET EP project, the activities of 2003 were
aimed at finalising the design and starting the monitoring
activities related to procurement of the ex-vessel structure.
First, the performance of an actuator design proposed by the
JET team was analysed and then alternative solutions were
developed to solve the drawbacks of the design. Experimental
campaigns were also performed to validate the new design.
Fig. 3.14 - The FARM
However, in December modifications to the system specifications
made it useless to continue the activity started in October. The
conceptual design was therefore steered in the direction of a different solution. The detailed
drawings and specifications of the system have therefore been postponed to 2004.
At the end of March 2002, ENEA carried out a survey of the TFMC inter-coil structure with
the laser tracker, a 3-D high-accuracy tracking laser interferometer with high-precision angular
encoders plus an integrated high-precision absolute distance meter. A new survey campaign was
then performed at the Toska site to see if there were any geometrical modifications of the
TFMC after completion of magnetic tests.
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Fig. 3.15 - ICRH capacitor actuator

3.6 Neutronics
3.6.1 Experimental validation of activation cross
sections for fusion materials

1.4
1.2

β heat

C/E

C/E

Yttrium can be found as an impurity in fusion reactor materials.
1.0
Pure Y samples were irradiated at the Frascati Neutron
0.8
Generator (FNG) to compare the activation characteristics
with the prediction of the inventory code EASY-2003 (task
0.6
TTMN-002). Thin (0.025 mm) foils (purchased from
0.4
Goodfellow, UK) were reduced to discs (Φ=18 mm) that could be
0.2
introduced inside the decay-heat measuring system after
1
10
100
1000
neutron irradiation. Thin discs are necessary to reduce beta
Decay time (min)
self-absorption in the sample during beta heat measurements.
1.4
The discs were irradiated in a reference position near the
14–MeV neutron source, where the flux and spectrum are well
1.2
monitored by the multi-foil activation technique. One disc was
exposed for a short (about 6 min) irradiation, the other for
1.0
about 5 h. After irradiation the resulting decay heats were
measured. The gamma activities were also measured with a
0.8
HPGe detector to determine the presence of impurities.
γ heat
Although the producer of the material claimed a nominal purity
0.6
of 99.9%, the catalogue mentioned that “due to the method of
1
10
100
1000
production this material may contain up to 2% of tantalum”.
Decay time (min)
Gamma spectroscopy pinpointed 0.8% ± 30% of Ta and 0.3%
± 10% of Zr, which were considered in the EASY calculation.
Fig. 3.16 - Results from decay heat
Comparison between experimental data and the EASY
measurements for beta and gamma
prediction indicated that the heats (especially the beta) in the
heats
first < 1000-min decay time were under-predicted (fig. 3.16). In
this time interval, however, the Ta-180 radionuclide dominates the beta heat production. The
under-prediction could probably be attributed to uncertainties in the impurity determination.
For decay time > 1000 min, the heat is produced only by Y radionuclides (90y,90my, 88y). The
calculated/experimental data comparison showed good agreement, hence indicating that the
EASY-2003 database is adequate for the prediction of 14-MeV neutron activation of yttrium.
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3.6.2 Design of a neutronics experiment on a test blanket module mockup
The major objectives of the breeder test blanket modules (TBMs) for ITER from the neutronics
viewpoint are to demonstrate the tritium breeding performance and to check the capability of
the neutronics codes and data to predict the nuclear responses in the TBM with sufficiently high
accuracy. Hence, their efficient exploitation requires that accurate and validated computational
tools and nuclear data be available. Analysis of the two EU breeder blanket concepts to be
tested in ITER showed that nuclear data validation is required, especially for the HCPB concept,
because of uncertainties associated with neutron cross sections of beryllium. A neutronics
experiment will be performed at the FNG 14-MeV neutron source on a mockup of the HCPB TBM
in order to reduce uncertainties in the tritium production ratio (TPR) predictions. The mockup
has been designed [3.23] and optimised in terms of TBM representativity, elimination of the
background effect and the cost. Analysis has shown that, although the mockup has a simplified
configuration with respect to the TBM (f.i. nonenrichment in 6Li will be used), it reproduces its
nuclear features in terms of the neutron spectra in beryllium and in the ceramic breeder. The
mockup will be fabricated in 2004 and the experiment will take place in 2005-2006. To prepare
the TPR measurements in the mockup, an inter-comparison of measurement and calibration
techniques has been established between ENEA and the Technical University of Dresden, which
is also involved in the TBM mockup experiment. JAERI-FNS has also joined the inter-comparison
exercise [3.24], whose objective is to assess the total uncertainties associated with the
measurement of TPR and, possibly, reduce the production. In a first step, samples of tritiated
water (HTO) were considered, starting from certified HTO, with T activities in the range
1.5–350 Bq/g. The inter-comparison will continue in 2004, with TPR measurements in 7Li2CO3
pellets irradiated with 14-MeV neutrons.

3.6.3 Activation and shutdown dose-rate calculations
For the safe operation and maintenance of fusion devices, it is important to be able to predict
the neutron-induced activation and the resulting shutdown dose rates. This requires a system of
codes, data and interfaces that is capable of simulating both the neutron-induced material
activation during operation and the decay gamma radiation transport after shutdown, in the
proper 3-D geometry. A system was recently developed, which is based on a modified version of
the MCNP code and on special nuclear data libraries where neutron and decay gammas are
transported in one single Monte Carlo. This approach, commonly referred to as the direct onestep method (D1S), was developed in a collaboration between ENEA and the ITER team and has
already been applied in the shutdown dose-rate analysis of ITER and in mockup benchmark
experiments. The JET operations offered one more opportunity to test the D1S method in a
reactor-like configuration (fig. 3.17). A calculation benchmark between the D1S method and a
more classical approach, the rigorous two-step method (R2S), was performed (EFDA contract
n.01-633), assuming as reference typical JET irradiation history with only 14-MeV neutrons
produced in DT operation for a total 2.4 1019 neutrons emitted. This represents steady, average
operation for a week, then a break and three intense shots on the last day. The resulting dose
rate was calculated at 1 h, 1 day, 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, 6 months and 12 months of decay
time after the start of shutdown, in five scoring locations inside and outside the machine.
[3.23] R. Villari, P. Batistoni, L. Petrizzi, Design of TBM neutronics experiment -part 1: design of mock-up, preanalysis for measurements of the tritium production and of nuclear heating, ENEA Internal Report FUS TEC MANE- R - 006 (2003)
[3.24] P. Batistoni et al., Design of TBM neutronics experiment - part 2: design of the measurements of tritium
production and of nuclear heating in the mock-up: benchmarking of experimental techniques, assessment of
uncertainties, ENEA Internal Report FUS TEC MA-NE- R - 008 (2003)
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D1S/R2S shutdown dose rates
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Fig. 3.17 – MCNP model of JET (octant 5, vertical
cut through the port) and of the tokamak hall

Fig. 3.18 - D1S/R2S calculated dose rates in the selected
positions as a function of time after shutdown

Comparison of the results of D1S and R2S (fig. 3.18) showed agreement within 5-20% and 5-35%
for the locations inside and outside JET, respectively [3.25]. This result is satisfactory, and
both methods will be used for comparison with the available experimental results of the dose
rate around the JET device.

3.7 Materials
3.7.1 SiC/SiC composite development
Low-activation brazing technique for SiCf/SiC composites. A novel low-activation brazing
technique for SiCf/SiC composites has been investigated [3.26]. The brazing alloy does not
contain free silicon and is based on the use of a Si-44Cr at% eutectic and intermetallic CrSi2
(melting temperatures 1390°C and 1490°C, respectively), whose melting point is low enough to
avoid degradation of the advanced fibres and the interphase; Si-Cr intermetallics are also
chemically compatible with silicon carbide. Both the eutectic and the intermetallic were
prepared before brazing operations by melting a Si-Cr mixture. Joining was performed under
vacuum (about 10-6 Torr). Systematic investigations of the microstructure and nanochemistry of
the Si-Cr joints revealed that direct chemical Si-Si, Cr-C and Si-Cr bonds across the interface
were responsible for the adhesion (fig. 3.19): the interfaces proved to be nearly atomically sharp
and adhesive. Nevertheless, cracks due to thermal expansion mismatch were observed, mainly in
the CrSi2 joints, and discontinuities were present in the eutectic Si-44Cr joints. Shear tests on
the joints of the SiCf/SiC composites showed remarkable bonding-strength values (about
60 MPa), despite the above-mentioned defects.

[3.25] P. Batistoni, L. Petrizzi, Activation and shutdown dose rate calculations for JET, ENEA Internal Report
FUS-TN-JET-R-001 (2003)
[3.26] B. Riccardi et al., Issues of low activation brazing of SiCf/SiC composites by using alloys without free
silicon, presented at 11th Int. Conf. on Fusion Reactor Materials – ICFRM-11 (Kyoto 2003)
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Fatigue and creep testing of SiCf/SiC composites. SiCf/SiC
composites were subjected to high–temperature and cyclic bending
tests. Since the new European reference SiC/SiC material was
unavailable, the tests were performed by using CERASEP N4-1
composite. About 40 samples were cut to the final dimension to carry
out the four-point bending (4PB), flexural, fatigue and creep tests at
20, 600, 1000 °C. Due to the difficulties connected with the coating
manufacture, it was decided to protect the samples during hightemperature testing by reducing the atmosphere (flowing Ar–2.5%
H2). The 4PB tensile tests performed at room temperature on three
samples showed ultimate stresses of 310-370 MPa. The static Young’s
modulus was measured in the range 129-136 GPa. Low-cycle fatigue
behaviour testing was undertaken at room temperature and at 1000°C,
at a typical frequency of 1-2 Hz in air.
Atomic-scale modelling of displacement cascades in bulk
monocrystal SiC. The task entails studying displacement cascades in
a model of polycrystalline SiC as a function of grain size and in the
presence of extended defects (dislocations, grain boundaries). The empirical Terzoff‘s potential
was implemented in the CAST molecular dynamic code. The reliability of the code was assessed
by incorporating a special version of the Terzoff potential model to allow for non-stoichiometric
crystals of SiC. The CAST code section, which will be used to simulate low-energy recoil, is being
assessed by performing selected molecular dynamics experiments at low energies (of the order
of 20-50 eV primary knock-on atoms (PKA) for both Si and C primaries) and well-controlled
streaming directions in the crystal lattice. After completion of this first phase, it will be
possible to include this additional feature in the model and to raise the PKA to the range of
10–50 keV.

Fig. 3.19 – Transmission electron
microscopy of brazed joint interfaces

Behaviour of SiC/SiC ceramic composites as plasma-facing components. Preliminary
infiltration tests with liquid Si-Cr alloys were performed with composites previously processed
by means of the SiC powder slurry filtration step and partially densified by polymer infiltration
and pyrolysis. The results were promising in terms of both thermal and mechanical properties
(table 3.I), as long as the fibres and the debonding interlayer were adequately protected against
reactivity with the liquid alloys. The presence of some free carbon (to be finally converted into
SiC by means of 61Si39Cr wt.% alloy), obtained from phenolic resin pyrolysis prior to alloy
infiltration, proved to be quite effective for this purpose.

Table 3.I - Main properties of the composites before and after
Si–Cr alloy infiltration

Sample

Apparent den. Thermal diff. MOR
(g/cm3)
(cm2/s)
(MPa)

Before alloy infiltration
2–D Infiltrated with CrSi2
Infiltrated with 61Si39Cr (wt.%)
Before alloy infiltration
3–D Infiltrated with CrSi2
Infiltrated with 61Si39Cr (wt.%)

2.46
2.59
2.57
2.51
2.60
2.59

0.049
0.061
0.0146
0.113

380
210
420
350
270
360
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Sealing coatings for SiC. An activity was undertaken to
manufacture SiCf/SiC components (plates or tubes) with a
sealing coating (mainly polycrystalline SiC) made by a new
technique. Tubes of relevant dimension (300-mm long, 30-mm
diam) were produced by a hybrid process, which gives a
functionally graded material (fig. 3.20) with a double-wall
structure. The inner part consists of a monolithic SiC tube
with reduced gas permeability and improved toughness: the
tube was manufactured by means of tape casting technology in
order to produce multilayer SiC. The outer part is made of a
2–D SiC/SiC composite manufactured by polymer infiltration
and pyrolysis provided on the pre-prepared multilayer SiC
tube. The manufactured double tubes were tested to assess
their helium permeability. Some of the measured values are
close to the testing equipment sensitivity. The manufacturing
technology, which can be used to fabricate composites with
different shapes, has been patented.

3.7.2 Reduced-activation steels

Fig. 3.20 - SiC functionally graded material
tube. Ref. Patent n. TO2003A000956 (Nov.
2003)

Characterisation of reduced-activation steels. The
experimental work included low-cycle fatigue and Charpy
testing of improved EUROFER 97 welded joints. The asreceived 25-mm-thick tungsten inert gas welded plates where
first characterised by non-destructive examination (ultrasonic and x-rays), which revealed the
presence of a few localised defects. Afterwards, the most suitable post–welding heat treatment
was identified. The best thermal treatment, based on optical observation, microhardness and
measurements by the flat-top indentor for mechanical characterisation, seems to be achieved
by a tempering treatment performed at 750°C for a soaking time of 2 h. Analysis of
precipitation morphology, composition and volumetric fraction on the as-welded and heattreated joints is in progress. Finally, some thermal and isothermal low cycle fatigue tests were
carried out on EUROFER 97 25-mm-thick plate base material. Useful data on the effect of
heating and cooling rates and the presence of hold times were collected [3.27].
He bubble growth in steels. Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) results on He-bubble
growth in implanted F82H, correlated with the transmission electron microscopy observations
carried out at FZK, gave a more accurate characterisation of the bubble distribution.
Unirradiated EUROFER ODS submitted to thermal treatments was also investigated [3.28]. A
final series of SANS measurements was carried out at the High Flux Reactor of ILL-Grenoble
on neutron-irradiated EUROFER 97 samples (up to 2.5 dpa), jointly prepared by FZK and ECN
Petten. The results show marked microstructural changes at the different irradiation
temperatures; furthermore, analysis of nuclear and magnetic scattering suggests that, also in
this case, changes in the precipitates under irradiation must be carefully taken into account.
RAFM behaviour in a liquid-metal blanket environment. The mechanical properties of RAFM
steels in a Pb-17Li environment were studied. An irradiation capsule designed by the Institute

[3.27] G. Filacchioni et al., Characterisation of EUROFER-97 TIG-welded joints by indentation tests (FIMEC),
Presented at 11th Int. Conf. on Fusion Reactor Materials – ICFRM-11 (Kyoto 2003)
[3.28] R. Coppola et al., Helium-bubble evolution in F82H mod correlation between SANS and TEM, to appear in J.
Nucl. Mater.
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8 - upper end-plug
7 - upper final element

6 - finger
5 - cladding
4 - sample
3 - finger

2 - lower final element

of Physics and Power Engineering, Obninsk was modified
and licensed for installation in the BOR 60 reactor of the
Research Institute of Atomic Reactors, Dimitrovgrad
(fig. 3.21) (task TTMS-003–D6). After final
qualification, the capsule will be installed in a peripheral
channel to reach a total dose of about 3 dpa. The
irradiation campaign should be concluded in May 2004.

3.8 International Fusion Material
Irradiation Facility (IFMIF)
The Key Element Technology Phase was followed by a
transition year (2003), during which ENEA’s activities
for IFMIF were focussed on the lithium target and
design integration items.

1 - lower end-plug

3.8.1 Lithium corrosion and chemistry
The LIFUS III loop (for testing non-metallic cold and
hot traps, monitoring devices and evaluating the
Fig. 3.21 - Irradiation capsule to be
corrosion/erosion rate in IFMIF representative
installed in the BOR 60 reactor
conditions) was delivered to ENEA (task TTMI-002-D4).
The most promising techniques for non-metallic control
and monitoring systems were selected by the University of
Nottingham, and the sensors and traps to be installed in the
loop are being designed.

3.8.2 Lithium target replaceable back-plate

Fig. 3.22 - General view of the replaceable
back-plate mockup

Back plate. Fabrication of the replaceable back-plate
mockup was completed in 2003 (fig. 3.22). The ancillary
equipment, e.g., tool positioning system and interface, was
also set up. The mockup was then tested in the divertor
refurbishment platform facility at ENEA Brasimone. The
remote handling capability of the bayonet concept was
assessed in an extended test campaign. The mockup can be
mounted and dismounted completely by remote operation and
the back-plate can be replaced within two days. Additional
testing showed that the system requirements are satisfied
with regard to vacuum and leak rate. Finally, the test
campaign also indicated that some improvements could be
made to the design.

Cavitation tests at the electromagnetic pump and at the
joint of the replaceable black-plate. In mid-2003, the occurrence of cavitation was monitored
by the ENEA CASBA-2000 accelerometers on the HY-JET mockup at Brasimone (task TTMI002-D2). The aim of this work was to qualify the instrumentation before starting similar tests
at the lithium jet facility at Osaka University. One accelerometer was mounted at the flow
straightener and another upstream of the double SHIMA nozzle. The HY-JET mockup was fully
characterised by recording the onset of incipient cavitation noises. The cavitation tests at
Osaka, planned for the end of 2002, have been delayed due to the unavailability of the facility
following repairs and will start at the beginning of 2004.
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Water experiments at the joint of the replaceable backplate. In mid-2003, ENEA launched the first acceptance test
of the HY-JET mockup after its final installation on the CEF
1-2 thermal hydraulic facility at Brasimone (task TTMI-002D3) (fig. 3.23). The hydraulic tests concerned the whole
mockup assembly, separated by flanges: i) flow straightener,
ii) multi-hole orificed pressure reducer, iii) double SHIMA
nozzle, iv) curved back wall. The hydraulic tests on the mockup
(back-plate curvature 450 mm, Ra 0.8 mm) revealed some flow
instabilities, vena detachments at the outlet of the reference
nozzle and an accumulation of flow on the lateral tray walls.

3.8.3 Neutron source characterisation

Shielding calculations (task TTMI-003, IFMIF task TF56EU). The activities included development and validation of the
neutron activation package code ANITA-IEAF, dose rate

Fig. 3.23 - HY-JET mockup backplate and lateral tray walls

109
p(37 MeV)+D2O
cyclotron run 06
6 reactions

n/(cm2 MeV µC)

The neutron spectrum produced in the p(37 MeV)+D2O source
reaction in the cyclotron of the Nuclear Physics Institute
(NPI) in Rez (Czech Republic), during experiments carried out
jointly in 2002 by ENEA, CEA and NPI, was determined in the
energy region ~6-20 MeV through activation foil
measurements [3.29] (task TTMI-003). The analysis was
performed with the SNL-SAND-II deconvolution code [3.30],
coupled to the SNLRML Recommended Dosimetry Cross
Section Compendium [3.31]. The spectrum unfolding was
obtained
by
using
six
reactions
(27Al(n,α)Na24,
55Mn(n,2n) 54Mn,
59Co(n,p) 59Fe,
59Co(n,α) 56Mn,
90Zr(n,2n)89Zr and 197Au(n,2n)196Au) and with two different
initial trial spectra: a) flat spectrum up to 20 MeV; b)
spectrum measured in a “point-like-geometry” experimental
arrangement by means of scintillator detectors. The output
spectra of the two cases (fig. 3.24) do not differ appreciably,
and the total standard deviation of measured to calculated
activity ratios is ~16% for both, indicating the reliability of
the result. The neutron spectrum produced by the
p(37 MeV)+D2O reaction was unfolded in the region ~6-20
MeV only, because in the irradiation experiment there were no
activation foils with energy thresholds <6 MeV and the upper
energy bound of the SNLRML library is 20 MeV. Future work
will deal with an extension of the results to energies >20 MeV,
for which experimental data are available.
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Fig. 3.24 - Unfolded neutron spectrum from
p(37 MeV)+D2O reaction using six activation
reactions and the SNL-SAND-II code

[3.29] B. Esposito et al., Final report of IFMIF task D9: construction and testing of prototype miniature fission
chambers for IFMIF, ENEA Internal Report, FUS TN MA-R-005 (2003)
[3.30] P. Griffin, J.G. Kelly, J.W. VanDenburg, User’s manual for SNL-SAND-II code, SANDIA Report, SAND933957, UC-713 (1994)
[3.31] P. Griffin, J.G. Kelly, J.W. VanDenburg, SNLRML recommended dosimetry cross section compendium,
SANDIA Report, SAND92-0094, UC-713 (1993)
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calculation and definition of radiological concerns [3.32]. Two types of radiological concerns
were considered: the first (A) is related to the dose rate in the maintenance cells and
laboratories surrounding the test cell during beam-on and beam-off phases; the second (B) is
related to the radioactivity of materials that were irradiated in the test cell and transferred
to the maintenance cells and laboratories. The results indicate that the contact dose of the test
module material is much higher than the hands-on limit (assumed to be 10 µSv/h) for a long time
after the end of irradiation. Therefore, remote handling operations are needed for these
materials. To reduce dose rates from the activated materials, appropriate local shielding (or
shielded containers) is necessary.
Transport calculations were performed by the 3-D MCNP code to obtain the dose rates of the
IFMIF facility, test cell and its surrounding areas. The goal of the analyses was to define the
minimum concrete shielding thickness needed to meet the dose rate target in the area
surrounding the test cell. The calculations show that the total dose rate in the operative areas
is about 410 µSv/h (table 3.II) and that the test-cell concrete walls have to be 410-cm thick to

Table 3.II - Total dose rate outside test cell (frontal and ceiling rooms)

Config.

Operational
phase

Frontal

Beam-on

Case

End of cycle

Detector point

Access/maintenance room R116 inner wall

Total dose
rate (µSv/h)

10.3

(test cell shielding: external surface)
Frontal

Beam-on

End of cycle

Access/maintenance room R116: centre

4.7

Frontal

Beam-on

End of cycle

Concrete shielding outer wall room R116:

3×10-02

Frontal

Beam-on

1 day

external surface
Access/maintenance room R116 inner wall

1.7

(test cell shielding: external surface)
Frontal

Beam-on

1 day

Access/maintenance room, R116: centre

0.7

Frontal

Beam-on

1 day

Concrete shielding outer wall room R116:

2.3×10-03

Ceiling

Beam-on

End of cycle

Access cell, R207: inner wall

external surface
140.5

(test cell shielding: external surface)
Ceiling

Beam-on

End of cycle

Ceiling

Beam-on

End of cycle

Access cell, R207: centre

51

Concrete shielding outer wall R207:

0.54

external surface
Ceiling

Beam-on

1 day

Access cell, R207: inner wall

7.7

(test cell shielding: external surface)
Ceiling

Beam-on

1 day

Access cell, R207: centre

1.8

Ceiling

Beam-on

1 day

Concrete shielding outer wall room R207:

6×10-03

external surface

[3.32] D.G. Cepraga, M. Frisoni, G. Cambi, IFMIF shielding calculations. a) Development and validation of the
activation package code ANITA-IEAF, b) Dose rate calculation. c) Definition of radiological concerns), ENEA
Internal Report FUS-TN-SA-SE-R-70 (Rev.1) (2003)
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comply with the maximum allowable limit of 10 µSv/h. In this case the total dose rate is
2.5 µSv/h, which is in good agreement with the corresponding 1-D spherical SCALENEA-1 result
(2.7 µSv/h).

3.9 Safety and Environment, Power Plant Studies and Socio-Economics
3.9.1 Studies related to ITER site and infrastructures
The design of the steady-state electrical system for the ITER nuclear building was completed
and the Draft Final Report was issued on time in November 2003.
ENEA was responsible for coordination [3.33] of the activities performed for the EFDA task
ES-EISSV-15, SL2 “Safety Objectives, Principles and Criteria”. According to the conclusions of
task SL2, the existing documentation about ITER safety was a sufficient base to start
discussions with the licensing authorities in Spain. The approach adopted in Spain was similar to
that adopted for ITER and a preliminary safety report could have been prepared without
significant work if Vandellos had been chosen as ITER site.
Concerning fire risk in the ITER nuclear buildings, the task objective (EFDA contract 03-1082)
is to assess all information, data and tools necessary to evaluate the risk. It is necessary to know
whether a certain configuration and allotment of the fire loads might or might not lead to fire
evolution, and whether there is a risk of radiological releases. Discussions have been held with
the team working on the ITER tritium building design in Naka, the CEA team in Cadarache and
the CIEMAT team in Madrid. Official licensing procedures could change slightly according to
the eventual site, but the basic data and information resulting from the study will be applicable
whatever the site, and the work should not have to be repeated.
In 2003, ENEA’s support activity for the European site of Cadarache was mainly focussed on coordination of all ex-fence tasks (electrical and water supplies, heavy loads transportation) and
on supervision of the task on evaluating fire risk in the ITER nuclear buildings.

3.9.2 Collection and assessment of data related to JET, TFTR and DIII-D
occupational radiation
The JET occupational radiation exposure (ORE) data were collected and then analysed on the
basis of maintenance reports [3.34, 3.35]. The correlation between collective dose and shutdown
time (fig. 3.25) or work effort (number of exposed workers per exposure time) has never been
analysed before and could be of value to future studies of JET or ITER. The worker dose data
from TFTR and DIII-D [3.36] were evaluated and documented as well. The first finding is that
once the machine is activated, the collective worker dose is proportional to machine shutdown
time, even though the proportionality constant has a high degree of variability. Secondly, if an
ALARA policy is applied (as for TFTR in 1993), it can have a significant impact on the worker
collective dose. The third finding is that, although maintenance workers accumulated the major
[3.33] M.T. Porfiri, Final report on Vandellos studies performed for the task ES-EISS-15 SL2, ENEA Internal
Report FUS-TN SA-SE-R-72 (2003)
[3.34] A. Natalizio, B. Patel, M.T. Porfiri, Collection and critical evaluation of the ORE data available at JET on the
basis of existing documents, ENEA Internal Report FUS-TN SA-SE-R-85 (2003)
[3.35] A. Natalizio, M.T. Porfiri, JET ORE data, ENEA Internal Report FUS-TN SA-SE-R-88 (2003)
[3.36] A. Natalizio, T. Pinna, TFTR and DIII-D ORE data collection and analysis, ENEA Internal Report FUS-TNSA-SE-R-095, in preparation
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portion of the TFTR worker dose during
shutdown periods, a significant portion (up to
20%) was accumulated by non-maintenance
workers during operating periods. Therefore,
operating doses cannot be neglected. Finally, even
after several years of D/T operation at TFTR,
the tritium doses did not contribute significantly
to the total worker dose.
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The literature on the radiation hazards of
tritiated dust and flakes was reviewed with
regard to JET and other tokamaks [3.37,3.38].
Significant quantities of tritiated dust and flakes were produced in JET during the D-T
campaigns from erosion of the C/Be first wall through plasma/wall interaction, disruptions and
evaporation, combined with deposition on the PFCs through diffusion, surface saturation and codeposition with C. About 1.5 g is estimated to remain inside the JET vacuum vessel after
recovery. Measurements have so far shown some atypical radiological effects, for example, a
very large T concentration and a larger dose for particulate intake than for a similar HTO intake.
The higher dose per unit intake was foreseen, as it is a consequence of the particulate nature
of the material and of the higher biological retention, but the large T content in the dust was
unexpected. The size of particles plays an important role in their deposition pattern in the
human respiratory tract and must be known in order to assess the self-absorption factor for
beta emission. The most significant size-dependent parameter is the Activity Median
Aerodynamic Diameter (AMAD), defined as the value of the size at which 50% of the activity is
due to particles with an aerodynamic diameter <AMAD. Measurements performed during the
JET 1999 shutdown showed that the AMAD for the collected dust was ~4 µm, in the range of
the respirable aerosols (<10 µm).

Fig. 3.25 – JET data for collective dose and shutdown time

3.9.3 Occupational radiation exposure and plant safety for ITER
Vacuum vessel dose. Neutronics analyses indicate that, after a single 20-s pulse during D-T
operations, the contact dose rate in the most activated zone of the vacuum vessel (VV) is higher
than the hands-on limit of 10 µSv/h up to a few months of decay time. For D-D operations, the
most activated VV zone can be operated hands-on at around one week of decay time after a pulse
length shorter than 300 s, while a pulse length of 1 h requires remote handling up to one year
from the end of irradiation. The most activated zone of the ITER VV (i.e., the outboard front
wall), and consequently the outboard rear wall and inboard front/rear walls, are clearable 100
years from the ITER final shutdown for all the irradiation scenarios that result in a total
neutron fluence on the outboard first wall of up to 10-3 MWa/m2, and 30 years after the final
shutdown for the D–D irradiation scenario analysed [3.39,3.40].

[3.37] L. Di Pace, Literature review on radiological hazards of JET dusts and flakes, Draft Final Report, ENEA
Internal Report FUS-TN-SA-SE-R-74 (2003)
[3.38] L. Di Pace, Literature study on radiological hazards of tritiated dust and flakes, Final Report, ENEA Internal
Report FUS-TN-SA-SE-R-86 Rev. 1 (2003)
[3.39] G. Cambi, D.G. Cepraga, M. Frisoni, ITER vacuum vessel contact dose rate and unconditional clearance index
build-up from start to end of plasma operations, EFDA Task No. TW3-TSS-SEA4.1, Final Report, ENEA Internal
Report FUS-TN-SA-SE-R-91 (2003)
[3.40] G. Cambi et al., Vacuum vessel contact dose build-up from start to end of ITER operations, presented at the
20th Symp. on Fusion Engineering - SOFE (San Diego 2003)
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Failure mode and effect analysis. Studies on remote handling for in-vessel components, the
cryogenic and the coil power supply systems by means of a failure mode and effect analysis
continued. For each failure mode, the possible causes, possible actions to prevent the causes,
consequences and actions to prevent or mitigate the consequences were indicated. The
elementary failures were then grouped into postulated initiating events (PIEs). Deterministic
analyses will have to demonstrate the capability of the plant to mitigate and, in any case, to
withstand accident consequences within established safety limits. The PIEs were discussed in
order to qualitatively identify accident sequences arising from each one [3.41-3.43].
Accident analyses. The MELCOR and the CONSEN5 simulation codes were used to analyse an
accident in a magnet -induced confinement bypass transient and the results were compared
[3.44]. An over-voltage condition or an electrical insulation fault occurs in a poloidal field coil
during a plasma pulse, and two intense electrical arcs provide sufficient energy to melt the wall
of the VV pumping duct, causing two 1 m2 ruptures which create a path from the interior of the
VV to the cryostat air space. Tritium and activated dust in the vacuum vessel can then migrate
via the path into the cryostat and its air space. Also postulated is a double-ended break of a
single cooling channel in the VV wall, due to a rupture in the wall of the VV pumping duct. For the
two codes, some differences were detected in the timing of the phenomena, but the main
discrepancy was found for the computed ice mass condensed on the cold structures (magnets
and cryostat walls), perhaps because CONSEN adopts a variable ice density for the ice-layer
stratification, while MELCOR uses constant density in the growing layers.

3.9.4 Validation of computer codes used for the ITER safety assessment
Thermal-hydraulic phenomena. The CONSEN [3.45] and ECART codes were validated against
cryogenic tests performed in the CEA EVITA and JAERI ICE experimental facilities,
respectively [3.46]. In 2003, CONSEN was implemented in five additional tests at EVITA. When
the boundary conditions are accurately defined, the trend of temperature and pressurisation
and the mass of ice formation are in agreement with the experimental results. Eight post-test
calculations of the 2001 ICE experiments were performed with the ECART code for the studies
on jet impingement and choked flow phenomena, which can occur in ITER in the case of an invessel loss of coolant accident. ECART appears promising, considering the perfect agreement of
the results of the calculated/experimental pressure trend, which is the most important
parameter.
Neutron transport and material activation. As part of the validation process for the ANITA2000 code, calculations were compared with the measured isotope radioactive inventories and

[3.41] T. Pinna, Failure mode and effect analysis for remote handling of ITER FEAT system, ENEA Internal Report
FUS-TN-SA-SE-R-080 (2003)
[3.42] C. Rizzello, T. Pinna, Failure mode and effect analysis for cryogenic system of ITER FEAT, ENEA Internal
Report FUS-TN-SA-SE-R-081 (2003)
[3.43] F. Gravanti, T. Pinna, Failure mode and effect analysis for coil power supply system of ITER FEAT, ENEA
Internal Report FUS-TN-SA-SE-R-082 (2003)
[3.44] G. Caruso, M.T. Porfiri, Simulation of ITER vacuum vessel and cryostat failure using CONSEN 5 computer
code, ENEA Internal Report FUS-TN SA-SE-R-66 (2003)
[3.45] G. Caruso, M.T. Porfiri, CONSEN validation against EVITA. Complementary cryogenic tests (2003): Pre- and
post-test calculations, ENEA Internal Report FUS-TN-SA-SE-R-089 (2003)
[3.46] M.T. Porfiri, Template for computer codes’ validation reports, ENEA Internal Report FUS-TN SA-SE-R-78
(2003)
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dose rate gathered from drum containers of a low-level waste repository located in Baita-Bihor.
The results are in good agreement, with discrepancies generally within the experimental
uncertainties (up to 40%). The ANITA code was also validated against experimental data from
the FNG Shutdown Dose-rate Experiment [3.47], which entailed irradiation of a mockup of the
outer vacuum vessel region of ITER. Discrepancies between experiment and calculation are
within 25% for both ANITA and FISPACT codes. Differences between the two codes are within
2%. Measured data, radioactivity content and dose rate were collected from the cemented
containers of the ENEA-Trisaia SIRTE waste storage and processed for use as data in the
ANITA-2000 (and SCALENEA-1) validation.
Activated corrosion products. The assessment of activated corrosion products (ACPs) for the
ITER divertor/limiter cooling loop of the tokamak cooling water system was repeated using the
updated version 2.1 of the PACTITER code, released after completion of the experimental tests
in the CORELE2 loop and their simulation by PACTITER v2, which predicted a larger base metal
release rate. As expected, the new ACP assessment for the divertor cooling loop [3.48] provided
a reduced ACP inventory for both the operating scenarios analysed (SA1_acp, fluence = 0.5 MW
y/m2 and M-DRG1, fluence 0.3 MW y/m2). This is basically due to the reduced piping-metal
releases consequent to the reduced element equilibrium solubility for stainless steels. On the
other hand, the calculation has raised some issues that require further investigation, such as the
copper equilibrium solubility, which is significantly lower in PACTITER v2.1 for the range
50–150°C, and the significant dependence of the ACP inventory prediction on the operating
scenario.

3.9.5 Dust mobilisation and removal from the atmosphere
The series of experiments for dust mobilisation studies at the Frascati STARDUST facility was
completed [3.49,3.50]. The results show that the location of the air inlet relative to dust
deposition is critical for the dust mobilisation fraction. If the dust is in the same track as the
air jet, the mobilised fraction ranges from 93% to 100%, unless the dust is tungsten or contains
tungsten. In this case, the high specific weight of the dust plays a significant role in reducing
the mobilisation factor (10% for pure tungsten, from 43 to 61% for mixed dust).

3.9.6 Power Plant Conceptual Study
Safety assessment for plant models A and B. Models A and B of the Power Plant Conceptual
Study (PPCS) were assessed to update the results of the Safety and Environmental Assessment
of Fusion Power studies (SEAFP and the long-term, SEAL). In particular, the task required
demonstrating that no design-basis accident and no internally generated accident would
constitute a major hazard to the population outside the plant perimeter, e.g., necessitating
evacuation. Two design-basis and two beyond design-basis accidents were chosen and analysed
for both models. The results confirmed the full validity of the design and the claims for the

[3.47] P. Batistoni et al., Experimental validation of shutdown dose rate calculations inside ITER cryostat, Fusion
Eng. Des. 58-59, 613 (2001)
[3.48] L. Di Pace, Activated corrosion products evaluation for the ITER TCWS DIV/LIM loop using PACTITER V2.1,
ENEA Internal Report FUS-TN-SA-SE-R-079 (2003)
[3.49] M.T. Porfiri et al., STARDUST facility: first series of the tungsten dust mobilization experiments, ENEA
Internal Report FUS-TN SA-SE-R-83 (2003)
[3.50] M.T. Porfiri et al., Experimental campaign 2003 for the dust mobilization in the STARDUST facility, ENEA
Internal Report FUS-TN SA-SE-R-94 (2003)
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safety and environmental advantages of fusion energy. Among the accident sequences analysed,
the most challenging scenario in terms of environmental release is the ex-vacuum vessel loss–ofcoolant (LOCA) followed by the in-vacuum vessel (LOCA related to model B). As minimisation of
the ORE was a major requirement, the analysis focussed on the fuel cycle systems, which have
the potential to contribute significantly to the annual ORE. It is therefore necessary to take
occupational safety into account already during the design phase of the fuel cycle systems.
ORE assessment for plant models C and D. Three fuel cycle systems were found to require
particular attention: fuelling, vacuum pumping and blanket tritium recovery [3.51]. As the design
of these systems was insufficiently developed and, for some systems, not at all, only a
rudimentary assessment based on assumptions could be made for the potential worker dose
impact due to normal maintenance activities. The results indicate that the vacuum pumping
system could be the largest contributor to ORE, accounting for more than half of the total dose
estimated for the three systems. The blanket tritium removal system is next, accounting for
about one third of the total dose, and the fuelling systems are the smallest contributor and
generally within acceptable levels.
Generic waste issues. The four PPCS plant models were compared from the waste management
viewpoint by considering the in-vessel components (IVCs) [3.52,3.53]. The activated material
classification criteria used were mainly based on the radio-toxicity index (RTI) approach
developed in 2002. IVCs removed from the tokamak are characterised by high radiation levels
(of the order of 104 µSv/h), remarkable blanket decay power (up to 100 MW) and contamination
by dust and tritium. A temporary storage area (i.e., a water pool) within the plant is envisaged.
After a few years, IVC segments could be taken to the co-located segment refurbishing facility.
There, the blanket and divertor modules are stripped from the structural frame and replaced
with refurbished components. The structural frame is reused. The blanket and divertor modules
are then moved to the module refurbishing facility where they can be repaired and reused, or
replaced, in part, or wholly if necessary. The module refurbishing facility will thus generate
radioactive waste, which is transported to the waste processing facility where it is sorted into
four streams: material that can be recycled immediately, material that can be recycled after
interim on-site storage, material that can be sent to shallow-land radioactive waste disposal, and
material that requires deep underground radioactive waste disposal. Two different criteria were
used to segregate the waste streams: one based on the RTI; the other on a mixed approach, RTI
for clearance, shallow-land and deep underground disposal, and contact dose rate according to
the simple recycling criterion (<2 µSv/h). Applying such mixed criteria indicates that future
fusion power plants can be designed to produce a small quantity of operational waste, and most
of this waste could be disposed of in shallow-land burial facilities. Solid breeder material, such
as lithium silicate (model B), is less desirable from a waste management perspective, as it cannot
be easily recycled and has relatively high radio-toxicity. Plant models utilising SiC/SiC as the
blanket and divertor structural material (model D), which may be difficult to reprocess, also
require deep underground burial of SiC/SiC (~33 Mg/a). Model C, which uses SiC/SiC only for
thermal and electrical isolation, has the same requirement, but the material quantities
necessitating deep underground burial are relatively small (~8 Mg/a). Plant models that do not

[3.51] A. Natalizio, L. Di Pace, Occupational radiation exposure for the fuel cycle of PPCS models C and D, ENEA
Internal Report FUS-TN-SA-SE-R-071 (2003)
[3.52] A. Natalizio, L. Di Pace, Classification of the in-vessel components of PPCS plant model reactors from the
waste management viewpoint, ENEA Internal Report FUS-TN-SA-SE-R-070 (2003)
[3.53] L. Di Pace, A. Natalizio, Waste management considerations for activated in-vessel components of fusion
power plants, presented at Workshop W53: Experience in the Management of Wastes from Fusion Facilities
EFDA-JET (Culham 2003)
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use either a solid breeder or SiC/SiC (model A) have no requirement for either shallow-land or
deep underground disposal, as all in-vessel component (EUROFER) operational waste can be
recycled.
Neutron–induced sputtering. The work [3.54] dealt with the assessment of neutron-induced
sputtering as a mechanism to produce radioactive inventories in the heat transfer system of
lithium-lead (model D) and helium (model C) cooled blankets. The aim was to compare the mass
production of nuclides due to sputtering and the generation of activated corrosion products
inside the cooling pipes of the blanket for model D and in the blanket box for model C. The
calculations, performed using the SPUTTER code (UKAEA), showed that the sputtering
production for both blanket concepts in terms of mass and activity is lower than the ACPs
evaluated in the ITER project, in which ACPs have little influence on the ORE. It was concluded
that sputtering does not represent a significant safety concern in reactor maintenance.

[3.54] S. Rollet et al., Sputtering evaluation for the models C and D of the power plant conceptual study, ENEA
Internal Report FUS-TN SA-SE-R-77 (2003)
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4. Inertial Fusion
4.1 Introduction

Relevant activities during the reference period were related to:

(i) The development of a support for diode bar mounting, the relative equipment and procedures.
(ii) The ABC installation.
(iii)Theoretical activity.

4.2 Diode Pumping of Solid-State Lasers

Following the decision to start the activity on mounting the diode array in-house, aimed also at
reducing costs, the main work up to the end of 2002 regarded the support design and the choice
of materials. Extensive numerical calculations were performed to investigate the thermal
performance of arrays formed of different structural materials, and a promising technique to
produce the bar support was also found. As a result, the structure composition was selected and
adopted for production.

In 2003 a 25-bar support that includes all the components necessary for final bar mounting in
a high power density array (>2 kWcm-2) was produced. Fictitious bars were used to simulate
mounting techniques in the class 100 room (now operative).
A prototype power conditioning system for driving sub–array modules was developed in the same
period. Part of this activity was reported to CLEO/Europe 2003 [4.1]

4.3 ABC Activity

During the reference period the ABC activity concerning studies on foam interaction with
induced space incoherence (ISI) smoothed beams was performed in collaboration with the
Lebedev Physical Institute. The targets produced at the institute were cut and mounted at
Frascati, for use in the experiments.

Interaction experiments with solid materials in different geometries were performed to explore
the limits of the previously developed ISI smoothing technique [4.2]. To confirm preliminary
results, the diagnostic line dedicated to collecting and analysing the light transmitted
throughout the irradiated foams was restructured in order to send a fraction of it also to the
streak camera. The ABC pulse time shape was modified to address some issues emerging in the
framework of this activity. After the exploratory work, it was noted that there was a
dependence of the light transmission behaviour on the foam structure. Hence, before starting
the scheduled experimental campaign, it was necessary to interrupt the experiments to prepare
a more suitable target, following the indications of the first experimental results.

4.4 Theory

The first exploratory work on cone-to-fuel mixing by hydrodynamic instabilities in the so-called
cone focussed fast ignition (CFFI), see figure 4.1, was concluded (see also the 2002 Progress
[4.1] A. Caruso and C. Strangio, Proc. of the Europ. Conference on Laser and Electro Optics, CLEO/Europe (Munich
2003) Vol 27E
[4.2] C. Strangio et al., Proc. 27th Europ. Conference on Laser Interaction with Matter - ECLIM-2002 (Moscow
2002) SPIE, Vol. 5228, p. 1
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Fig. 4.1 - Cone focused fast ignition scheme. a) Ablation pressure
induced by x-rays or laser implodes a fuel shell to form a
compressed fuel assembly near the tip of a cone. b) A short laser
pulse is used to ignite the fuel by fast electrons or energetic light
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The last process could be
active for both indirect and
direct drive. To frame the
relevance of the mixing process, a parametric study was
performed to evaluate the effect on ignition thresholds of a
given degree of contamination. Once the typical ignitionstopping contamination values were determined, they were
compared to the amount of cone mass involved in the mixing
process, as inferred by a linear and a quasi-linear treatment
for the instability (the quasi-linear instability rate was used
to estimate the thickness of the mixing layer by dimensional
methods). All the calculations were performed for the real
matter equation of state.
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Report). This problem in
connection with CFFI was
first pointed out by the
ENEA group at several
international
conferences
(ECLIM 2002, IFSA 2003).
Here, just some of the
results
obtained
are
presented. Contamination of
the fuel compressed near the
tip of the cone (fig. 4.1b) can
arise due to evaporation of
the
cone
by
x-rays
transmitted through the
imploding shell (indirect
drive) or by hydrodynamic
mixing at the interface,
indicated by O in figure 4.1a.
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Fig. 4.2 - Ignition energy represented as a
function of the Au doping, fAu. Squares: fuel
at assigned density (200 g/cm3). Circles: fuel
at assigned pressure. In both the cases the
threshold for ignition presents a steep
increase when fAu approaches 0.2% (see
magnification in the inset). The fitting curves
are exponentials

Contamination at atomic level was first assumed in the
parametric study, taking as parameter the numeric fraction
of contaminant (gold) fAu. Fuel assemblies at a given density
or pressure were considered. Light ions (protons) were used
as energy vectors. Fast ions can be produced either by using
a properly composed cone tip and the fast electrons
generated by the laser pulse as a virtual cathode [4.3], or by
exploding a low-Z foil set in place of the cone terminal portion
[4.4]. Fast ions with proper energy can be used to mock up
energy deposition by electrons. Figures 4.2, 4.3 summarise
some results of this study. At the end of 2003 a collaboration
with the Lebedev Physical Institute was started on this topic.

[4.3] S. Hatchett et al., New developments in cone-focussed fast ignitiion, presented at the 43rd Annual Meeting
Division of Plasma Physics - American Physical Society (Long Beach 2001)
[4.4] A. Caruso and C. Strangio, Laser Part. Beams 19, 295 (2001)
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Fig. 4.3 - Comparison between the electronic temperature distribution maps for increasing fAu at the
end of the proton beam irradiation. Note the change in the spark shape. The thick lower temperature
feature for fAu=1% is due to radiation pre-heating; the maximum radiation temperature increases
with fAu. The same trend occurs for the difference in temperature between electrons and ions. This,
however, is a highly transient situation: 10 ps later, in the case fAu=1%, due to diffusive losses and
relaxation effects, the electronic temperature decreases to 26 keV and the maximum ionic
temperature achieves a value of ≈39 keV

4.5 XXVIII ECLIM

With regard to the XXVIII European Conference on Laser Interaction with Matter (ECLIM)
organisation, during the reference period all the activities related to choice of site, economics
and committee formation were performed. The web-site has been created
(www.frascati.enea.it/XXVIIIeclim).
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5. Robotics
5.1 RAS Project – Velocimeter for Robotics

X (pixels)

An activity aimed at realising a velocimeter for the optical measurement of robot dynamics was
started in 2002 for the Robot for Antarctic Surfaces (RAS) project. Based on precise
calculation of the common movement of a laser speckle field, this approach allows the use of the
equipment in extreme conditions (up to 20 km/h on snow and ice) with weak ground adherence.
As is well known, dynamic control of a dynamic system in low-medium friction conditions is not
an easy task. Due to the very poor precision of the odometry signal and GPS data (exploitable
only in outdoor environments and when cost considerations are not a problem), fast and precise
drive of the system can represent a hard task. The exploitation of laser velocimetry techniques
could be an answer because of their very high precision. Other researchers [5.1-5.6] have
implemented similar approaches. The new line followed by ENEA and the Daghestan Scientific
Centre [5.7,5.8] is based on the use of the Radon transform. The general principle is that if laser
light is projected on a real surface its profile causes interference
phenomena. Just a minimum roughness (unavoidable at the light
wavelength dimension) produces irregular interference and gives rise
to the so-called speckles. Each surface exhibits a peculiar speckle
pattern, which depends on the roughness and on the incoming light.
400
During a slow movement the pattern is maintained and can be
recognised in successive images. The laser coherence can allow the
creation of speckles also on a very flat surface, such as blue ice, so
the movement can be detected anyway. A time-resolved speckle
200
pattern picture is shown in figure 5.1. In this example, obtained during
the experiments carried out at ENEA, only one spatial co-ordinate (x)
is examined. It is easy to understand that the relative velocity of the
object on the ground determines the angular coefficients of the
0
speckle sequences. The results are very promising; indeed, the
0
200
400
current set-up attained 1% in measurement precision, and it is
t (frames)
expected to improve this result up to 0.1% through optimisation of
Fig. 5.1 - Time-resolved speckle picture
the optical arrangement and exploitation of the dynamic parameters.

5.2 ITEC Project

The ITEC project addresses the development of an Internet-based space telerobot, using a
segment of Internet to exchange data between the master and the remote manipulator. The
project, partially financed by the Italian Space Agency, is being carried out in collaboration with
the Computer Science Department of the University of Verona.

[5.1]

A.F. Fercher, Opt. Commun. 33, 129 (1980)

[5.2] A.F. Fercher and J.D. Briers, Opt. Commun. 37, 326 (1981)

[5.3] A.F. Fercher, M. Peukert and E. Roth, Opt. Eng. 25, 731 (1986)
[5.4] J.D. Briers and S. Webster, Opt. Commun. 116, 36 (1995)

[5.5] G. Richards and J.D. Briers, Capillary blood flow monitoring using laser speckle contrast analysis (LASCA):
improving the dynamic range, Proc. SPIE 2981, 160-171 (1997)

[5.6] J.D. Briers, G. Richards and X.W. He, J. Biomed. Opt. 4, 164 (1999)
[5.7] A. Aliverdiev, M. Caponero, C. Moriconi, Tech. Phys. 8, 1044 (2002)

[5.8] A. Aliverdiev, M. Caponero and C. Moriconi, Tech. Phys. 48, 11, 1460 (2003)
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Fig. 5.2 - The Puma 560 used in the experiments
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Fig. 5.3 - The Cyberforce master device and its
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During 2003 the control and communication software was developed. The software includes the
compensation algorithm for the packet delay developed in the framework of the project. A few
preliminary teleoperation experiments performed between Rome and Verona confirmed the good
results obtained with the simulations.

Mapping of the positions of master and slave was implemented in a joint-based space; the forces
on the slave side were calculated as a function of the joint-position error. Figure 5.2 shows the
slave device, a Puma 560 robot. Figure 5.3 shows the master (a 6-DOF device), placed at Rome,
and a typical plot of the position of a joint during an experiment. During 2004 a force sensor will
be installed on the slave and the software will allow the mapping between the positions of master
and slave on a general basis.

5.3 TECSIS Project - PRASSI Developments

The aim of the TECSIS project is to use innovative technologies for the conservation of the
cultural and archaeological heritage of the southern part of Italy. Namely, the idea is to use
lasers and robotic platforms for the conservation and exploitation of archaeological artefacts.
One of the objectives is to make a robotic platform autonomously navigate an archaeological site.
In 2003 the Robotics Section performed a series of experiments on an autonomous robotic
platform, previously implemented in a different project (the Autonomous Robotic Platform for
Security and Surveillance [PRASSI], in order to assess what could be reused, what should be
reconsidered and what discarded. Hence, an experimental campaign was performed to
characterise the performance of the already existing PRASSI robot with regard to autonomous
navigation [5.9-5.11]. The main results of these field trials (fig. 5.4) can be summarised as
follows: The robot was able to fulfil its task 36 times out of 36; the average distance travelled
[5.9] S. Taraglio et al., Proc. 3rd Int. Conference on Field and Service Robotics - FSR 2001 (Helsinki 2001), p. 67

5.10] S. Taraglio and V. Nanni editors, Enabling technologies for the PRASSI autonomous robot, ENEA Press,
ISBN 88-8286-024-8, December 2001
[5.11] S. Taraglio, A. Zanela, V. Nanni, Proc. I^ Conferenza Nazionale ed Exhibition su Sistemi Autonomi
Intelligenti e Robotica Avanzata, (Frascati 2002) p. 137
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Fig. 5.4 - The two test sites: “Cubo Nero” building and ICARO power plant at ENEA Casaccia

was about 100 m; the error in the robot position always remained under a value of 60 cm. The
lesson learned is that the PRASSI robot can be usefully employed as a foundation for the
TECSIS project and the core of the PRASSI autonomous robot can be retained, although some
issues have to be slightly redesigned. In particular, the TECSIS robot will have to autonomously
draw a map of the environment, since in many cases this cannot be known a priori. It will allow
the use of different additional distance sensors, i.e., distance information coming from an
artificial stereovision system, and it will also exploit in a smart (Kalman filtered) way the
information coming from a GPS sensor. Finally, from a more theoretical point of view, the socalled “simultaneous localisation and mapping” (SLAM) approach will have to be studied and
followed.

5.4 SARA Project

The autonomous underwater vehicle (SARA) was
tested in Antarctica for the first time at the
beginning of the year (fig. 5.5). The main goals
were to test the system in specific environmental
conditions, refine the trim during navigation, test
and update the different software modules and
perform simple testing missions.

As some important components were unavailable
after maintenance, the program could not be
completed. However, solid experience concerning
operation and necessary updates was acquired.
Starting from April (back from Antarctica), the
hardware and software were updated, and new
modules were developed, with a complete
simulator for testing them in the absence of sea
trials.

Fig. 5.5 - SARA immersion
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6. Spin-Offs and Other Applications
6.1 Development of YBCO High-Temperature Superconducting Coated
Conductors

Trifluoroacetate metalorganic deposition (TFA-MOD) of YBCO film is widely investigated
because it requires no vacuum apparatus and ensures high deposition rates. Therefore, it is
generally agreed that this might be one of the most suitable deposition methods for scaling up
long-length superconducting tape fabrication processes. In the TFA-MOD method, a florine
containing coating solution, i.e., a stoichiometric mixture of Y, Ba and Cu trifluoroacetates
obtained by the reaction of the corresponding acetates with trifluoroacetic acid, decomposes to
fluorides and finally to oxides by thermal treatment in a humidified oxygen atmosphere. In order
to obtain an epitaxial YBCO film, the as-prepared precursor film is treated at about 800°C in
pure oxygen.
The coating solution was prepared via a base-exchanging route, using de-ionised water as solvent.
The starting materials were Y, Ba and Cu acetates and trifluoroacetic acid. First, the 1:2:3
stoichiometric amounts of acetates were dissolved in the solvent. The trifluoroacetic acid was
added in stoichiometric amounts to the as-obtained solution of acetates. The resulting aqueous
solution was evaporated until a dark blue glassy residue was obtained. The residue was dissolved
in sufficient methanol and evaporated again. This procedure, which was repeated several times,
is necessary to eliminate the water and acetic acid from the coating solution. The final coating
solution should contain only metal trifluoroacetates and methanol.

The zero resistance critical temperature for YBCO films is ≈ 71 K and the transition width is
around 4 K. The films exhibited a near-linear behaviour of the normal state resistance with a
R(300)/R(100) ratio of about 2.4.

6.2 New Hydrogen Energy

In 2003 the activities concerned maintenance of the experimental ultrahigh vacuum plant and
inspection of the experimental conditions.

In anticipation of extending the activities to a multiple–cell device capable of performing up to
six contemporary tests, a single-cell experiment was carried out to provide a “control”
experiment for comparative tests. From detailed investigation of the data, it was possible to
exclude any possibility of contamination of the gas sample collected from the electrolytic cell
and analysed by the mass spectroscope for 4He detection.

As a by-product of the work on quantum electrodynamics applied to condensed matter, the
Italian Institute for Prevention and Safety at Work supported a study on the properties of the
interface between a metallic surface and a solution of amino acid under the influence of weak
low-frequency electromagnetic fields.

6.3 Measurement of Dosimetric Response of Tooth Enamel to Fusion
Neutrons

Dose reconstruction based on electron paramagnetic resonance analysis (EPR) of free radicals
induced by ionising radiation in teeth mineral tissues is widely used in retrospective individual
dose assessment of accidentally exposed people. It plays an important role in providing the
necessary dosimetric data to epidemiological studies on radiation risk analysis.
The method has been extensively developed for use in external exposure to photon fields, and
the dependence of tooth enamel response on photon energy has been well studied using
computing and experimental approaches. However, situations of accidental exposure to pure
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photon fields are rare, while often the contribution from other radiation types (e.g., neutrons)
is important. This is the case of the radiation field around a tokamak, where both neutrons and
gammas are present. Furthermore, since the signal induced in tooth enamel by radiation never
gets annealed in the EPR reading procedure, it is possible to record the dose adsorbed during
the entire exposure period. A tooth-enamel dosimeter could represent an important tool for use
in the radiological protection of workers in tokamak plants.

There were no data on the neutron sensitivity of tooth enamel available in the literature, so a
collaboration was started in 2002 with the Italian Institute of Health to study the neutron
response of human tooth enamel to fast neutrons. The experiments were carried out at the
Frascati Neutron Generator. The results pointed out the effectiveness of tooth enamel as a fast
neutron dosimeter and that the contribution of the neutron dose in a mixed field cannot be
neglected. The relative sensitivity (to 60Co) of human teeth to 2.5 MeV neutrons was 33%, while
at 14 MeV it was 47%.

6.4 Plasma Focus

In 2003 the plasma-focus (PF) working group at ENEA Brasimone studied two important
applications in the fields of medical radioisotope production and ion implantation. For fusion
research, studies and experiments were performed on some new unconventional geometries to
investigate both intrinsic PF phenomena as well as possible original developments. About 4000 PF
shots were made in 2003.

The different physical properties of PF devices were
studied in collaboration with the International Center
for Dense Magnetised Plasmas, which has an
experimental site at the Institute of Plasma Physics and
Laser Microfusion in Warsaw [6.1, 6.2, 6.3].

In 2003, the feasibility of radioisotope production for
medical use (13N, 15O and 11C for PET applications) was
studied by irradiating suitable targets with ions [6.4].

Fig. 6.1 - PF4 modified for radioisotope production

The research was also focussed in a new direction, but
with the same goal, i.e., 18F production for PET
applications. 18F is the most important radioisotope for
this diagnostic because of its long half-life (2 h)
compared with the other positron emitters compatible
with the human body. The possibility of using the same
reaction as in cyclotrons, 18O(p,n)18F, was tested by
irradiating water enriched with 18O (fig. 6.1), but it was

[6.1] A. Patran et al., First results on the use of bubble detectors for neutron yield measurements on the PF–1000
installation, presented at the Conf. on Plasma Physics and Applications - CPPA (Iassy 2003)

[6.2] M. Scholz et al., Correlation between pinch dynamics, neutron and X-ray emission from megajoule plasma
focus device, presented at the Int. Summer School on Vacuum, Electron and Ion Technologies - VEIT (Varna 2003)

[6.3] M. Scholz et al., Status and prospect of megajoule plasma focus experiment at ICDMP, presented at the
Int. Conf. on Plasma (Warsaw 2003)

[6.4] S. Vitulli, L. Rapezzi, 13N production with plasma focus device for medical applications in positron emission
tomography, presented at the Int. School on Plasma Physics, Diagnostics and Plasma Related Applications (KudowaZdroj 2003)
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difficult to keep the water separated from the discharge
chamber. Hence, it was decided to try a solid target
containing 18O. In collaboration with ENEA Casaccia, a
technique never experimented before was used to produce
a LiAl18O2 powder. In the first test, the target obtained
by sintering the powder was very small due to the high cost
of 18O and to the untried technique and did not provide
enough activity (fig. 6.2). It is planned to perform other
tests with more suitable targets.

The first commercial spin-off in terms of time could be a
radioisotope generator for the microPET (device for
medical research on guinea pigs). Working on guinea pigs it
needs lower radioisotope activity (107 Bq of 18F are
Fig. 6.2 - Irradiated solid LiAlO2 target containing
sufficient for one dose). The microPET centres are
16O and 18O
particularly interested in a new and cheap radioisotope
source since the purchase and maintenance costs of a
cyclotron are too high to justify a research device. The ideal way to obtain radioisotopes would
be by means of a device that allows repetitive production of small doses (of the order of some
mCi) many times a day, by a straightforward procedure.

It was decided to take advantage of the capability to implant ions by means of the PF, as already
demonstrated for nitrogen on nickel [6.5]. About 1017 N-ions/cm2 were implanted in a depth of
around 100 nm, which is comparable to the performance of the normal industrial ion implanter
used to increase the resistance to wear of materials. Taking into account the levels of
implantation required for an implanter to be competitive, the results obtained show that the PF
is an effective source for implantation, even for metallurgical applications.
Finally, the PF as a neutron generator: in 2003 the neutron yield was increased from 3×108
to 7×108 neutrons per shot in D-D discharges for the 10-kJ energy level by improving the
insulation only.

6.5 Development of a New Method for Measuring Volume Capacities of
Gas-Seal Vessels

A new permeation method for measuring volume capacities of gas-seal vessels was developed and
patented [6.6]. The apparatus required consists simply of a calibrated membrane, pressure
gauges, thermocouples and a chronometer. Knowledge of the mass transfer phenomena of the
test gas through the membrane makes it possible to evaluate in an original way the volume of the
vessel by means of pressure measurements vs. time. Potential applications concern the
measurement of the volume of vessels with irregular shapes, both in the laboratory (i.e.,
metrology, experimental chambers) and in industry (fine and pharmaceutical chemistry).
Preliminary tests carried out on laboratory standard volumes and in the ENEA Rn chamber
confirmed the accuracy of the method.

[6.5] M.L. Apicella et al., Ion implantation on nickel targets by means of repetitive plasma focus device, presented
at First Cairo Conference on Plasma Physics and Applications (Cairo 2003)
[6.6] S. Tosti et al., Metodo per la determinazione del volume di recipienti mediante misure di permeazione, e
relativo dispositivo, Patent Application n. RM2003A000452 of 01.10.2003
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6.6 Participation in the AGILE Project - SuperAGILE Engineering Model

With regard to the continuing participation in the AGILE project [6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10], ENEA is
supervising the mechanical assembly of the SuperAGILE engineering model (EM). The project
foresees three building stages: prototype, engineering model and flight model. In 2003 the
engineering model was built, and the detectors were completed, assembled on the detector tray,
inserted in the collimator and mounted for tests on the EM. Thermovacuum tests were
performed at Oerlikon Contraves Italy, while vibrational tests took place at ENEA Casaccia. The
model passed the tests and construction of the flight model has begun.

[6.7] M Tavani et al., The AGILE instrument, Proc. of the SPIE, Vol. 4851, p. 1151 (2003)

[6.8] A. Chen et al., Scientific prospects for the AGILE mission, American Astronomical Society, HEAD meeting
#35, #22.12. Bibliographic Code: 2003HEAD 35.2212C
[6.9] M. Tavani et al., AGILE: The next high-energy gamma ray mission, American Astronomical Society, HEAD
meeting #35, #22.04, Bibliographic Code: 2003HEAD 35.2204T

[6.10] S. Vercellone et al., Blazars: the view from AGILE, Proc. of the High Energy Blazar Astronomy, ASP Conf.
Proc., Ed. Piikkio Finland (Tuorla Observatory 2002), Vol. 299, Bibliographic Code: 2003heba.conf. 19
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and performance assessment of the ITER toroidal field model coil (phase II)
Int. Conf. on Magnetic Technology - MT18 (Morioka, October 20-24, 2003)
C. GORMEZANO: RF heating and current drive for burning plasma experiments
20th Symp. on Fusion Engineering - SOFE (San Francisco Lake Tahoe, October 14-17 2003)

B. RICCARDI, C.A. NANNETTI, T. PETRISOR, J. WOLTERSDORF, E. E. PIPPEL, S. LIBERA, L.
PILLONI. Issues of low activation brazing of SiCf/SiC composites by using alloys without free silicon
11th Int. Conf. on Fusion Reactor Materials (Kyoto, December 7-12, 2003)

C. NANNETTI, B. RICCARDI, D. DE PINTO, A. ORTONA, A. PIZZUTO: 2-D and 3-D Tyranno
SA fibres/SiC matrix composites manufactured by a hybrid CVI - slurry filtration-PIP route
11th Int. Conf. on Fusion Reactor Materials (Kyoto, December 7-12, 2003)
B. RICCARDI, L. GIANCARLI, A. HASEGAWA, Y. KATOH, A. KOHHYAMA, R.H. JONES, L.L.
SNEAD: Issues and advances in SiCf/SiC composites development for fusion reactors
11th Int. Conf. on Fusion Reactor Materials (Kyoto, December 7-12, 2003)
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7. Publications, Patents and Events
G. VLAD, S. BRIGUGLIO, G. FOGACCIA, F. ZONCA: Consistency of proposed burning plasma
scenarios with alpha particle transport induced by Alfvénic instabilities
8th IAEA Technical Meeting on Energetic Particles in Magnetic Confinement Systems (San
Diego, October 6-8, 2003)
DE NINNO, A. FRATTOLILLO, A. RIZZO: 4He detection in a cold fusion experiment
10th Int. Conf. on Cold Fusion - ICCF 10 (Boston, August 24-29, 2003)

E. DEL GIUDICE, A. DE NINNO, A. FRATTOLILLO: Are nuclear transmutations observed at low
energies consequences of QED coherence?
10th Int. Conf. on Cold Fusion - ICCF-10 (Boston August 24-29, 2003)

M. ROEDIG, W. KUEHNLEIN, J. LINKE, D. PITZER, M. MEROLA, E. RIGAL, B. SCHEDLER, E. VISCA:
Post irradiation testing of samples from the irradiation experiments PARIDE 3 and PARIDE 4
11th Int. Conf. on Fusion Reactor Materials - ICFRM-11 (Kyoto, December 7-12, 2003)

7.1.4 Reports

RT/2003/71/FUS S. VITULLI, M.L. APICELLA, L. RAPEZZI, M. SAMUELLI: Ion implantation on
nickel targets by means of a repetitive plasma focus device

RT/2003/76/FUS S.E. SEGRE, V. ZANZA: High-frequency polarimetric measurement of both
electron density and poloidal magnetic field in tokamak
RT/2003/80/FUS M.L. APICELLA: Considerazioni sul vuoto nelle guide d’onda a multigiunzione
da montare su FTU

RT/2003/88/FUS DELL’ERBA: MElba: una boa Lagrangiana per lo studio del mare Mediterraneo.
Equazione del moto e sua soluzione numerica

7.2 Patents

RM2003A000452 S. TOSTI, L. BETTINALI, D. LECCI, F. GIORDANO

Metodo per la determinazione del volume di recipienti mediante misure di
permeazione e relativo dispositivo
TO2003A000956 B. RICCARDI, A. ORTONA, G.A. PASQUALE

Materiali a gradiente di funzione in ceramico multistrato e composito ceramico a
fibra continua e relativo processo di fabbricazione

7.3 Seminars

10-02-2003 A.K. WANG – SIP - Chengdu, China
Model Equations for the Drift Wave Turbulence in the Current-Carrying Plasmas

17-02-2003 G.L. FALCHETTO – CEA -St. Paul-lez-Durance Cedex, France
Global-Gyrokinetic Simulations of Electromagnetic Microinstabilities in Tokamak Plasma

3-03-2003 P. ROCCETTI - L.T. Calcoli Merate - Lecco, Italy
Applicazioni di Fluidodinamica Numerica nei Centri di Ricerca ENEA Utilizzando la Griglia
Computazionale
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10-03-2003 L. SEMERARO – ENEA - Frascati, Italy
Contributo ENEA allo Sviluppo della Nuova Antenna ICRH del JET
19-05-2003 F. ZONCA – ENEA - Frascati, Italy
Zonal Flow Dynamics and Size-Scaling of Anomalous Transport
9-06-2003 F. ZONCA – ENEA - Frascati, Italy
Multiple Space-Time Structures of Plasma Waves 2D Systems

16-06-2003 F. SCARAMUZZI – ENEA - Frascati, Italy
Assorbimento di Deuterio in Palladio in Fase Gassosa e a Basse Temperature
23-06-2003 F. ORSITTO – ENEA - Frascati, Italy
Breve Report sullo Stato Attuale e Prospettive delle Attività del JET
2/07/2003 M. RAPISARDA – ENEA - Frascati, Italy
SuperAGILE, the X-Ray Stage of AGILE
8-09-2003 M. RAPISARDA – ENEA - Frascati, Italy
Dov'era Atlantide?

6-10-2003 M. ZHADIN - Ist. Biofisica - Pushchino, Russia
Azione Combinata di un Campo Magnetico Statico e di uno Alternato su una Corrente di Ioni in
una Cella Elettrolitica

20-10-2003 A. THYAGARAJA – UKAEA - Abingdon, U.K.
Theoretical and Computational Issues of Global Tokamak Plasma Turbulence and Evolutionary
Dynamics
8-10-2003 E.W. COLLINGS – LASM - Columbus, USA
Development of High Performance Niobium Aluminum Wire for High Magnetic Field Applications
17-11-2003 J.P. BIBERIAN - Univ. of Marseille - Marsiglia, France
Cold Fusion Update

24-11-2003 L. MACIOCE – ENEA - Frascati, Italy
Il Regolamento per Spin-Off di Ricerca dell'ENEA e il Decreto Legislativo 297/99 per il
Finanziamento dei Progetti di Ricerca
15-12-2003 D. GATTIA - Univ. Tor Vergata - Roma, Italy
Preparazione e Caratterizzazione di Nanotubi di Carbonio per Applicazioni Ambientali

27-11-2003 M. BRAMBILLA – MPI - Garching, Germany
Simulazione Numerica di Onde Attorno alla Frequenza Ciclotronica Ionica nei Tokamak con
Applicazioni Preliminari a FTU
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9. Abbreviations and Acronyms
ac

alternating current

AGILE

Astrorivelatore Gamma Immagini Leggero

ACP

ALARA
AMAD

ASTEX

activated corrosion product

as-low-as-resonably achievable

Activity Median Aerodynamic Diameter
Advanced Stability Experiment

BOMA

Buoy Oceanographic Mooring Platform

CEA

Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique - France

CCD

charge-coupled device

CB

CD

CFC

CFFI
CIC

CIEMAT

cassette body
current drive

carbon fibre composite

cone focussed fast ignition
cable-in-conduit

Centro de Investigaciones Energéticas, Medioambientales y Tecnològicas Madrid, Spain

CMM

cassette multifunction mover

CS

central solenoid

CPS

CSMC
CTM
CVD

capillary porous system

central solenoid model coil
cassette toroidal mover

chemical vapour deposition

DAS

data acquisition system

DRP

divertor refurbishment platform

dc

DTP
DW

D1S

DIII-D

direct current

divertor test platform
drift wave

direct one-step (method)

Double III - D-shape. Tokamak at General Atomics San Diego, USA

EB

electron beam

ECE

electron cyclotron emission

EC

ECN

electron cyclotron

Energy Research Foundation - Petten - The Netherlands
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ECRH

electron cyclotron resonance heating

EELS

electron energy loss spectroscopy

EDX

EFDA
EFF

ELM
em
EP

EPM
EPR
ET

x-ray diffraction

European Fusion Development Agreement
European Fusion File
edge localised mode
electromagnetic

Enhancement Phase (JET)

energetic particle driven mode

electron paramagnetic resonance
eddy current testing

FARM

Frascati arm (robotic boom)

FEM

finite-element method/model

FDSH
FEB
FIR

FIRE

Faraday shield

fast electron Bremsstrahlung
far-infrared

Fusion Ignition Research Experiment. US-based high-field compact tokamak
burning plasma experiment

FNG

Frascati neutron generator

FZJ

Forschungszeuntrum - Jülich - Germany

FPA

FZK

focal plane array

Forschungszeuntrum - Karlsruhe - Germany

GDFS

gas density feedback system

HCLL

helium-cooled lithium-lead (blanket)

HD

hot dipping

GPS

HCPB
HETS
HF

HIP

HMGC
HRP

IBW

global positioning system

helium-cooled pebble bed

high-efficiency thermal shield
high frequency

hot isostatic pressing

hybrid MHD gyrokinetic code
hot radial pressing
ion Bernstein wave
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ICRH

ion cyclotron resonance heating

IFMIF

International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility

ICS
ILL

INOA
IR

ISI

ITB

ITEC

ITER
ITG
IVC

inter-coil structure

Institut Laue - Langevin, Grenoble (France)
National Institute of Applied Optics
infrared

induced space incoherence
internal transport barrier

Internet Based Space Telerobot Architecture Project
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
ion-temperature gradient
in-vessel component

JAERI

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

KAW

kinetic Alfvén waves

LCF

low-cycle fatigue

LHCD

lower hybrid current drive

JET

LH

LHW
LOC

LOCA
LVDT

Joint European Torus. Largest EU tokamak, Abingdon UK (UKAEA)

lower hybrid

lower hybrid wave

linear Ohmic confinement
loss-of-coolant accident

linear variable displacement transformer

MHD

magnetohydrodynamic

MIMO

multiple-in-multiple-out

MIR

MIUR
MMI
MPR

MTF
NBI

medium infrared

Italian Ministry for Education, Universities and Research
man-machine interface
magnetic proton recoil

modulation transfer function
neutral beam injection
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NDE

non-destructive examination

NPSD

digital pulse-shape discrimination

NDD

NSTX

natural diamond diode

National Spherical Torus Experiment - PPPL - USA

ODS

oxide dispersion strengthened

PAM

passive-active multijunction (antenna)

PC

plasma chamber

ORE

4PB

PEM
PF

PFC

PFCI

PFCT

PF-FSJS
PI

PIE
PIC

PKA
PLD

POLITO
PPCFS
PPCS
PPPL

PRASSI
PRF

occupational radiation exposure

4-point bending

photo-elastic modulator
plasma focus

plasma-facing component

poloidal field conductor insert

plasma-facing-component transporter
poloidal field full-size joint sample
parametric instability

postulated initiating events
particle-in-cell

primary knock-on atoms
pulsed-laser deposition

Turin Polytechnic, Italy

position and plasma current feedback control system
Power Plant Conceptual Study

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory - USA

Autonomous Robotic Platform for the Security and Surveillance of Plants
permeation reduction factor

RAFM

reduced-activation ferritic-martensitic (steels)

rf

radiofrequency

RAS
RFC

RFX
RI

RS

RTI

Robot for the Antarctic Surface
reversed field configuration

Reversed Field Pinch Experiment, Padua, Italy (Association Euratom-ENEA)
radiative improved
reversed shear

radio-toxicity index
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RTMX

Real Time Matlab eXecutor

SANS

small-angle neutron scattering

SEAFP

Safety and Environmental Assessment of Fusion Power

R2S

SARA
SEM
SEx

SExUP
SNR

SLAM
SOC

SOG

START

rigorous two-step (method)

Autonomous Robotic Submarine
scanning electron microscopy
Stability Experiment

Stability Experiment Upgrade
signal-to-noise ratio

simultanous localisation and mapping
saturated Ohmic confinement
spead over ground

Small Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak - Culham - UK

TBM

test blanket module

TECSIS

project for development of archaeological parks in the south of Italy

TEM
TEM

TFA-MOD
TFC

TFCI

TFMC
TFTR
TIG

TMF
TPR

TOFD

Tore-Supra
TTE

TZM

transmission electron microscopy
trapped electron mode

trifluoroacetate metalorganic deposition
toroidal field coil

toroidal field coil insert
toroidal field model coil

Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor - PPPL - USA
tungsten inert gas (welding)
thermo-mechanical fatigue
tritium production ratio

time-of-flight diffraction

large tokamak at Cadarache, France (Association Euratom-CEA)
Trace Tritium Experiment (JET)
tungsten-zirconium-molybdenum

UKAEA

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Agency

VDE

vertical displacement event

UT

ultrasonic testing
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VT

vertical tile

WCLL

water-cooled lithium-lead (blanket)

XSC

extreme shape controller

ZF

zonal flow

VV

WKB

vacuum vessel

Wenzel, Kramer, Brillouin (asymptotic technique)
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